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New state budget
expected to give
session direction

A BIG DECISION — Determining what classes to enroll in for the spring semester at Murray State University is always a difficult chore.
Above, Doug McGregor, a freshman from Benton, receives help from
graduate student Sandi Weiso, McKenzie, Tenn., in making the final

selections. Classes for the spring semester begin Wednesday on the
campus.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Reagan presents foreign policy address

World is safer after military buildup
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi
dent ReaganIsaid today that in
.creased fear about the risk oi
war between the superpowers
"is understandable but profoundly mistaken" and that the
world actually is safer now after
three years of U.S. Military
buildup because the Kremlin is
less likely to underestimate
America's strength.
In a foreign policy address
aimed at audiences at home and
overseas, Reagan said, "I
believe 1984 finds the United
States in its strongest position in
years to establish a constructive

and realistic working relationship with the Soviet Union."
The president said the United
States had been in a state of
decline in recent years, and the
Soviets "may have counted on
us to keep weakening
ourselves." But he said his administration had reversed the
decline, and the turnaround was
becoming apparent in Moscow.
"This may be the reason
we've been hearing such strident rhetoric from the Kremlin
recently," Reagan said. "These
harsh words have led some to
speak of heightened uncertainty
and an increased danger of
conflict.

"This is understandable but
profoundly mistaken," the
president said.
"Look beyond the words, and
one fact stands out," Reagan
said. "America's deterrence is
more credible and it is making
the world a safer place; safer
because now there is less danger
that the Soviet leadership will
underestimate our strength or
question our resolve."
Reagan spoke before an audience of administration officials and members of Mngress
gathered in the East Room of
the White House. His appearance was beamed by
satellite to Europe in time to be

on evening newscasts.
In the Soviet Union, government commentators accused
Reagan of using "peaceloving
phraseology" that has not been
supported by any moves to
lessen tensions.
The news agency Novostf said
that, while "the pointedly
bellicose speeches of White
House officials are giving way to
equally pointed peaceloving
phraseology," the president's
real attitude is apparent from
such moves as deployment of
the U.S.-made Pershing 2 and
cruise missiles in Europe, which
led to the break-off of disarma(Continued on Page 2)

Hospital to offer weight control program
Beginning with a free, introductory meeting Monday,
Jan. 30, Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Health Promotion
Department will begin offering
a nationally-recognized health
education program, Be Trim.
Offered exclusively though
medical centers throughout the
United States and Canada, Be
Trim is a lifestyle program
designed to lead participants to

light snow
Today, occasional light
snow tapering off to flurries
this morning with an inch or
less accumulation. High in
the upper 20s to low 30s with
light and variable winds.
Tonight, mostly cloudy and
cold. Low in the low 20s with
light winds. Tuesday, mostly
cloudy. High in the low 30s
with light north winds.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
354.3
Kentucky Lake
354.4
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permanent weight control and
good eating habits.
The only such program
presently being offered in West
Kentucky, Be Trim has been
designed by and is over-all
directed by the National Center
for Health Promotion, which
maintains national offices in
Ann Arbor, Mi., and Palo Alto,
Ca.
Directing the program at the
Murray hospital and serving as
its instructor will be Suzanne
Seeley, a registeyed dietitian
and director of nutrition at the
hospital. Seeley recently completed an intensive, week-long
training program in
Philadelphia in preparing to
lead the Murray program.
Each offering of the program
covers a six-week span Involving three phases of instruction,
the first of which is the introduc-

tory meeting, Seeley explained.
Scheduled for 7 p.m., Jan. 30,
In the third floor classroom at
the hospital, the initial meeting
will provide prospective participants with information concerning eating behaviors, the
characteristics of the program
and the professional background
and training of the instructor,
she said.
The second phase consists of
four consecutive 90-minute
evening sessions in one week. It
involves instruction in the
management of food intake
through the development of control mechanisms for dealing
with non-hunger-related eating
desires. Also included is the use
of exercise, stress management
and nutrition as vehicles for
weight loss and maintenance,
she went on.
The third phase, she said, con-

sists of four consecutive weekly
meetings designed to lead and
support the participants in their
transition to a healthier and
more controlled lifestlye.
"No specific diet programs
are invloved. No vitamins or
dietary foods or supplements
are provided or recommended,"
she stressed.
"Because Be Trim is a sensible, healthly approach to premanent weight loss and a lifestlye
program," she continued, "participants will learn how to control their weight without
deprivation and sacrifice. At the
same time, they will learn about
the psychology and physiology
of eating so they can make
positive choices About their
eating bahavior."
Recent medical research concerning the Be Trim program,
(Continued on Page 2)

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Jan. 26, much of the research on
Selected Kentucky lawmakers the document that will set state
will get a preview of Kentucky's government's direction for the
voluminous budget document, next two years has already been
which reportedly will go to the completed.
printer early next week.
On other matters, though, the
House Speaker Bobby
pace of activity in the
Richardson thinks that Legislature is sure to be much
legislators will agree with Gov. faster this coming week, even
Martha Layne Collins' pledge though lawmakers will meet onthat the budget will be a balanc- ly on Tuesday and Wednesday
ed one with no new taxes.
because of holidays in honor of
"I don't foresee any major
Martin Luther King Jr. and
new revenue-generating issues Robert E. Lee.
coming before the General
The Senate Appropriations
Assembly," Richardson said.
and Revenue Committee has
The Glasgow Democrat and
scheduled hearings both days on
some other legislative leaders
budget proposals in the human
met late last week with the
resources and education areas.
governor, but Richardson said
The House will be one closer to
she hasn't had time to do
Its full complement on Tuesday
anything but put a budget
following a special election in
together.
the 7th District in Daviess,
"I don't think she's had time
to sit down and think about what Henderson and Union counties.
The former state representative
she's going to do about educathat district. David
from
tion," Richardson said.
Boswell, is now commissioner of
Nonetheless, Richardson
agriculture. The House will have
predicts the° 1984 General
all of its 100 members after a
Assembly will be remembered
Jan. 24 special election in three
for its contributions to education
other districts vacated after
in Kentucky.
representatives went on to
If its first two weeks are any
higher office.
indication, though, this
Legislature is still trying to get a
Tuesday's session will be the
handle on some of the major
10th out of the 60 days allotted to
issues.
the Legislature every two years.
Numerous minor bills have
Richardson, however, promised
been approved in both Houses, action in the remaining time
but even in committee, much of
left.
the significant legislation has
"This session is going to be a
not yet even been discussed.
productive session," he said.
Most of the lawmakers are
"Before it is over it will be
waiting on Mrs. Collins to give
designated the education sesdirections for the session which
sion. We will have some very
will be contained in her budget. ,significant changes in the educaAlthough the governor's budget
tion delivery system this
address is not scheduled until
session."

41.

CCHS earns continued
accreditation for 1984
Calloway County High School
has recently been awarded full
accreditation in recognition of a
quality education program by
the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.
The announcement was made
by Dr. C. Leland Smith, executive secretary of the Kentucky SACS committee during
the annual SACS meeting in New
Orleans, La., last month.
The actual process of accreditation at the secondary
level is done by state secondary
school committees consisting of
volunteer educators representing secondary schools, higher
education and the state's department of education. Their findings are reported to the commission on secondary schools
delegate assembly. It is this
group which accredits institutions during the SACS annual
meeting.
Visiting committees evaluate
members schools once every 10
years. A five-year interim
report and yearly reports on the
staff, facilities, cirrculum and
other programs, determines
continued accreditation.

The most recent 10-year-study
completed at CCHS was in 1977,
according to Principal Jerry
Ainley.
He adds that evaluation
reports from SACS indicate
areas of "warning" that should
be recognized by the school. But,
he says CCHS has had no warnings and has been evaluated "all
clear" each year since 1977.
SACS is a voluntary, nonprofit, non-governmental
regional accrediting organization — one of six in the United
States. It is composed of public
and private universities, colleges, occupational institutions,
secondary and elementary
schools, and also accredits
schools in Latin America. It has
more than 12,000 member and
affiliate institutions.
After making the announcements of accreditations,
Smith said local communities
are to be congratulated on the
high quality of the educational
programs of their schools and
should be proud of the schools'
having achieved the quality
standard for accreditation by
SACS.

CCHS speech team
members win scholarships;
MHS students also place
If you are working to win it is
The Lakers took advantage of
best to win big, and that's exact- this incentive by winning all five
ly what the Calloway County scholarships. Calloway students
High School speech team did at who won scholarships to the colthe Krider Invitational Speech lege of their choice were: Allen
Tournmanent Saturday in Paris. McClard, extemporaneous
Calloway received the first- speaking; Sherri Mills,
place honor with 40 points. The dramatic interpreation; Evy
Lakers were followed by Over- Jarrett, Lincoln -Douglas
ton High School of Nashville, debate; Tim Weatherford,
and Jessamine County with 16 original oratory; and Molly
and 13 points, respectively.
Imes, humorous interpretation.
This prestigious tournament, • Also attending the tournament
hosted by the Henry County, were students from Murray
Tenn.: speeckteam, is held each High School.
year in the honor of Mrs.'Ruby
Senior Lisa Mikulcik placed
Krider, a former professor at second in dramatic interpretaMurray State Unversity, As an tion and Nancy Smith, a
added incentive, the Paris sophomore, placed second in
Rotary Club offered $100 humorous interpretation.
scholarships to all first-place
Calloway's Lori Burkeen and
winners.
(Continued on Page 2)
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STILL WINNING — The Calloway Com* High School speech team brought back several honors from the
Krider Invitational Speech Tournament Saturday. Pictured above, students, along with coach Larry England,
display their trophies.
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Proposal victim of betrayal

Red wolf plan said doomed from start

INVESTIGATION CONTINUES — The Murray Ledger & Times has offered a $500 reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons involved in shooting through a window in the front
of the newspaper office early Saturday. Murray Police say they believe
a high-powered rifle was used sometime between 2 a.m. and 5:45.
Newspaper officials stated concern over the incident since employees
occupy the building several hours day and night during weekends.
Police are continuing an investigation.

Candidates exchange
charges, comments
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
AP Political Writer
HANOVER, N.H. (AP) —
Democratic debaters livened
their presidential campaign by
hurling charges of "gobbledygook" and "baloney," but
they were uncertain today how
just much their jibes slowed
Walter Mondale's drive for the
nomination.
"Nobody was sitting. around
keeping a scorecard," said Sen.
John Glenn of Ohio after Sunday's three-hour debate.
"There were certainly no
holds barred," said Mondale. "I
think the audience understood
what I was saying ... My record
is very specific."
It was a presidential campaign debate like no other in
memory. Three hours long,
moderated by two television
hosts, the debate produced lively give and take, most of it between the candidates but occasionally directed at the
moderators, particularly, Phil
Donahue.
The sharpest exchange occurred when Mondale referred to
his plan to cut budget deficits by
more than half and Glenn snapped that he was offering "the
same vague gobbledygook of
nothing we've been hearing all
through this campaign."
He went on to say, "We
haven't heard any specific
numbers except cut it by half.
"Is this going to be a
Democratic Party that promises
everything to everybody? ... I'm
disgusted and tired of all the
vague promises. I wish the
former vice president would get
some figures down," Glenn said.
Mondale countered that "I've
listened to about a six-minute
speech — all of it baloney."
Glenn interrupted when Mondale countered by saying the
senator had voted for President

By LES SEAGO
Associated Press Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — A
plan to establish a colony of endangered red wolves in Tennessee was killed because of
poor planning and political
pressure, officials of the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service say.
Some Wildlife Service
employees suspect that the proposal — which was five years in
the making — also was a victim
of betrayal by their colleagues
in the state agency.
Curtis J. Carley of Albuquerque, N.M., was the Fish and
Wildlife biologist in charge of
the wolf relocation program
vetoed earlier this month by
Tennessee's Wildlife Resources
Commission.
Carley said in a telephone interview last week that the proposal's rejection could affect
plans to establish colonies of
other endangered predators in
the wild.
"It's going to hurt us, I know,"
Carley said. "But just how
much, I'm not sure."
The Wildlife Service wanted to
release five pairs of red wolves
in the Tennessee Valley
Authority's Land Between the
Lakes recreation area.
The proposal was an attempt
to re-establish the animals in the
wild. Although the wolves once
were numerous across the
South, including West Tennessee, they are believed to be
extinct in the wild.
The federal agency has about
75 of the animals in holding pens
in Washington, Texas and Louisiana, but biologists say they

will eventually refuse to breed in
captivity.
From the first public announcement last fall, the project
in Tennessee was in trouble,
drawing opposition chiefly from
farmers who feared loss of
livestock to the predators.
After a series of public hearings in December, the state
wildlife commission voted
unanimously to reject the plan.
The Jan. 6 vote came after
Gary T. Myers, the TWRA director, said his staff recommended
rejection of the wolf project.
Among other things, Myers said,
the staff feared the presence of
endangered animals in Land
Between the Lakes would bring
about lawsuits aimed at banning
hunting at the TVA reservation.
Myers also mentioned the
farmers' fears that the wolves
would prey on calves and pigs.
The quick action by the state
wildlife commission has Fish
and Wildlife officials unhappy.
Even some TWRA staff
members are disappointed.
"All of us were professionally
disappointed with the TWRA,"
Carley said. "The responsible
thing would have been to table
the project because we didn't
give the people enough time to
properly assess it."
As for the TWRA staff recommendation, Carley said:
"It became a matter of
developing a rationale for the
decision and that involved
dreaming up problems."
Carley maintains that the
wolves would not have conflicted with hunting because the
animals at Land Between the

Soviets

•••(Continued from Page 1)

ment talks.
Said a Tass commentary:
"No peaceful rhetoric coming
out of Washington" could
change the administration's
record defense budget and "no
Reagan's economic program
courtship with disarmament"
and had to accept responsibility
could alter what the Soviets
for federal budget deficits,
regard as a deliberate American
Both men stood up and were
torpedoing of the Geneva arms
speaking at once.
talks.
Mondale was shouting to
Earlier, the official Soviet
Donahue, "Who has the floor?
newspaper Socialist Industry
Who has the floor?"
called Reagan's address a camHe accused Glenn of using
paign ploy to convince
"voodoo numbers" and
American voters he was not
"baloney figures."
"fanning up tensions." The
'They're-'both right in What
newspaper said superpower
they say about each other,"
relations had reached "the
quipped former Gov. Reubin
lowest point" possible.
Askew as the exchange came to
The speech comes two weeks
an end.
before Reagan's expected anAfter the debate, Askew said,
nouncement that he will seek re"I survived it ... I think I did a
election. Speaking privately,
credible job."
White House advisers said
Sen. Gary Hart of Colorado
beforehand the speech was insaid he "felt good" but added
tended to help erase any image
that "I don't think the canof Reagan as being "warlike" or
didates can judge. I think the
a "warmonger."
public will judge."
He noted the big increase in
The Rev. Jesse Jackson said
Pentagon spending during ME
after the debate he wasn't sure
administration, but added that
whether the Glenn-Mondale ex"to say that our restored deterchange hurt the party, "but it
rence has made the world safer
did not help to instruct the
is not to say that it is safe
people."
enough.
The eight-candidate debate
"We are witnessing tragic
was sponsored by the House
conflicts in many parts of the
Democratic Caucus and Dartworld," he said. "Nuclear
'mouth College.
arsenals are far too high. And
Before the debate, Mondale's
our working relationship with
staff had predicted the other
the Soviet Union is not what it
candidates might gang up on the
must be. These are conditions
man acknowledged to be the
which must be addressed and
front-runner in the Democratic
Improved."
field.
Reagan said the United States
But until Glenn took him on,
and Soviet Union should make a
Mondale escaped with only ocmajor effort in three problem.
casional jibes from his rivals.
areas:
At one point, Hart turned to
—Finding ways to reduce the
Mondale and said, "You cannot
threat and use of force in solving
lead this country if you have pro-------international disputes;
mised everybody everything."
—Negotiating reductions in
"America b nothing, if IfUn't
the huge stockpiles of arms
promises," replied the former
around the world; and,
vice president. "That is what
—Establishing a better workAmerica is about"ing relationship that is marked
The first attacks were
by greater cooperation and
directed not at litondale but at
understanding.
Sen. Alan Cranston of
The president noted he
California.
send to Congress a report soon

charging that the Soviets are
violating arms control
agreements and that the
Kremlin is taking advantage of
ambiguities in the accords. He
said that was one example of
how U.S.-Soviet relations are not
what they should be.
The president noted that
nuclear arms control talks now
are in a state of indefinite
suspension because the Soviets
have refused to set a date for the
resumption of the talks. Reagan
said that U.S. negotiators are
ready to return to the bargaining table and that, "whenever
the Soviet Union 18 ready t do
likewise, we will meet them
halfway."
Reagan, who once called the
Soviet Union an "evil empire"
and said it was ruled by liars
and cheats, put aside his tough
rhetoric. Speaking in a conciliatory tone, he repeatedly
talked about opportunities for
progress in U.S.-Soviet
relations.
"If the Soviet government
wants peace, then there will be
peace," Reagan said. "Together
we can strengthen peace, reduce
the level of arms and know in doing so we have helped fulfill the
hopes and dreams of those we
represent and indeed of people
everywhere. Let us begin now."
He said, "We can't predict
how the Soviet leaders will respond to our challenge. But the
people of our two countries
share with all mankind the
dream of eliminating the risk of
nuclear war. It is not an impossible dream......
Reagan noted that Secretary
of State George P. Shultz and
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko will meet in
Stockholm this week in a
35-nation conference designed to
calm East-West tensions.
"We are working with our
allies to develop practical,
meaningful ways to reduce the
uncertainty and potential for
misinterpretation surrounding
military activities and to
diminish the risk of surprise attack," the president said.

Lakes were to be classified as
"nonessential experimental."
That is a category within the
endangered species act that
would permit experiments such
as the wildlife service propdsed
In Tennessee without invoking
restrictions on hunting and
camping.
As for the danger to livestock,
Carley said, experience has
shown that the red wolves are
less a threat to domestic
animals than coyotes which are
common in Tennessee. The red
wolves subsist primarily on
rodents and small animals.
Bob Hatcher, the TWRA's endangered species coordinator,
agrees with some of Carley's
assessments, but he said Friday
that his agency made an honest
effort to go along with the
Wildlife Service.
"There were a few who were

against it from the start," Hatcher said. "But until we had our
staff meeting Jan. 3, Wehad not
made up our minds."
Hatcher acknowledged that
political pressure from farmers'
organizations through local
government and some
legislators, probably tipped the
scales against the wolves.
"It it hadn't been for that," he
said, "I don't think there would
have been enough biological
reasons to turn it down."
Ironically, Hatcher said, the
farmers probably didn't help
their own cause by opposing the
wolves.
"If we had put the wolves in
there, we'd have had to remove
the coyotes from LBL," he said.
"Now the farmers still have
coyotes and they probably cause
more damage than the wolves
might have done."

Various amounts of
snow cover Kentucky
By The Associated Press
Light snow covered Kentucky
today with accumulations ranging from just a dusting in the
west to a few inches in eastern
Kentucky's mountains the National Weather Service said.
Forecasters at Louisville
hinted late this morning that a
major storm could dump a
significant amount of snow on
parts of Kentucky late Tuesday
or Wednesday.
Today's snow, which began
late Sunday night, forced at
least 18 school systems to close
because of slick road conditions
and all but extreme northeastern Kentucky was under a
traveler's advisory.
Snow was expected to taper
off to flurries tonight.
Norm Reitmeyer, a forecaster

in Louisville, said that overnight
temperatures will slip into the
low 20s and teens during the rest
week.
Sunday night's snow accompanied a weak system and lacked significant moisture to produce heavy snow, except in the
eastern mountains. There will
be plenty of cloud cover over the
state through Tuesday, with
high temperatures to range between 25 and 35 degrees, the
weather service said.
Forecasters said tentative indications suggest a major
snowstorm could be possible
over parts of Kentucky Tuesday
night and Wednesday. A low
pressure system is expected to
develop over Texas and move
rapidly northeast into Kentucky
by Wednesday morning.

Justices reject labor appeal
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Reagan administration's effort
to cut federal construction costs
by changing a Depression-era
wage law survived a Supreme
Court test today.
The justices, without comment, rejected an appeal by
organized labor that the changes
undermine protection for
workers enacted nearly 50 years
ago. The court left intact a ruling that upheld the administration's actions.
A federal appeals court here

ruled last July that Labor
Secretary Raymond J. Donovan
did not abuse his powers in
revising regulations under the
1935 Davis-Bacon Act. The law
guarantees to workers on
federal construction projects a
minimum wage based on locally
prevailing rates.
The appeals court ruled that
nearly all of the new regulations
are "within the broad administrative discretion" Congress gave to the labor
secretary.

Be Trim•••

(Continued from Page 1)

Seeley said, has shown that 83
percent of its participants have
not only lost weight, but, more
importantly, that 64 percent of
them still were maintaining that
loss or had even lost additional
weight a year after completing
the program.
In addition to losing weight, 70
percent of the participants have
indicated that they have experienced significant health
improvements
"This success," she emphasized, "can be realted to the fact
that Be Trim is a lifesUye program that deals with the individual as a whole even though

Speech...
(Continued from Page 1)
Mikal Grimes took second
places in original oratory and
Lincoln -Douglas debate,
respectively.
Other CCHS team members
competing in the final round
were: Jody Lassiter, Kelli
Burkeen, Jeanne Darnell,
Elizabeth Bailey, Mary Hansen,
Mark Pool, Wendy Parker, John
Bray, and Richard Dowdy.

the focal point is weight loss and
weight control."
I Complete costs will be explained at the free, no-obligation
introductory session on Jan. 30.
A 20-percent discount will be
available for senior citizens and
for additional members of a participant's immediate family.
The initial fee payment also provides for a lifetime membership
in the program.
In other words, once a person
pays the initial fee and participates in the program, he or
she can return six months, a
year, or two years later,
whatever, to again participate
without charge in any future offerings should they feel a need
for tievitalization of their weight
control efforts. This lifetime
membership applies to any Be
Trim program offered
anywhere in the U.S. or Canada.
Individuals wishing to preregister for the introductory
meeting or seeing additional information regarding the program may call the hospital,
753-5131, extension 338, between
the hours of 8 a.m. and 4:30
p.m., Monday through Friday.

Patterns remain a mystery
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Mondays, springtime, fifth of month common for suicide
By DANIEL Q. HANEY
AP Science Writer
BOSTON (AP) — A study of suicides shows
that people are most likely to take their own lives
on Mondays, on the fifth day of the month and in
the springtime.
Just why these patterns occur is a mystery,
though experts suspect they reflect particularly
stressful times for people who are depressed.
The latest study, conducted by Kathleen MacMahon at the Harvard School of Public Health, is
based on an analysis of 185,887 suicides in the
United States from 1972 through 1978. It confirms
two trends that other researchers have also
noticed: Monday is the most common day for
suicides, and Saturday is the least. And people
are most apt to kill themselves In May and least
suicide-prone in December.
However, another finding of the study is new
According to the report, published in the
American Journal of Epidemiology, the
statistics "reveal a remarkable cyclic variation

by day within month which has not previously
been recognized."
Suicides reach a peak at about the fifth day of
each month, when there are 6 percent more of
them than usual. Then they decline to about the
23rd, when they start to go back up again
Throughout the whole year, the only major exception to this pattern is February, when
suicides peak during the middle of the month.
However, none of this seems to be related to
the phases of the moon, which some people think
affect behavior.
"No ready explanation comes to mind for this
as for the other cycles," Miss MacMahon wrote.
"Possibly it is related to cycles in personal
finances during the month — arrival of bills or
pay checks, for example."
During April. she noted, the suicide surge arrives a bit later than usual and peaks in the week
before federal income tax returns are due.
At the Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta.
sociologist James Mercy said the outburst of
suicides at the start of the work week has pro-

moted some people to call this day "blue
Monday."
Although it is not clear why people choose this
day to kill themselves, he said, some theorize
that "people are going back to work, and those
who are isolated or left out feel an exaggerated
sense of depression at that period."
These suicide trends are more than statistical
curiosities, Mercy says.
"If we know that suicides occur at a higher
rate at one point in time," he said,"we can alter
interventions to take that into account."
It might help, for instance, to advertise suicide
hotlines on Sunday evenings or in the springtime.
The study of suicide is a craft that thrives on
statistics. For instance, various reports have
shown:
.0 Suicide is the way that approXimately one
In every six people with major depression eventually dies.
• Suicide is the third leading cause of death
among Americans in their late teens and early
20s

-•,
Women make two to three times as many
suicide attempts as men, but men are more likely to be successful at it.
•
The suicide rate for female physicians is
four times higher than for women in other walks
of life.
• The highest suicide rate En this century occurred in 1932, during the depths of the Great
Depression.
••• During the 1970s, there were 73 suicides a
day.
A federal study published last year in the New
England Journal of Medicine said the use of
firearms to commit suicide has increased
dramatically over a 25-year period — from 4.9
deathe per 100,000 in 1953 to 7.1 per 100,000 in 1978.
The study said the rate of suicide by firearms
has clirribed twice as rapidly as the rate by gas
or poison — two other common means of death
And it said other research has shown that handguns account for 83 percent of all firearms used
in suicide.
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Presidential
debate has
its moments
An AP News Analysis
The first debate between all eight Democratic
presidential candidates may not have satisfied a
sports fan wishing for a Sunday afternoon football game, but the three-hour confrontation had
its moments of heat and excitement, unseen in
previous presidential debates.
Former Vice President Walter Mondale and
Sen. John Glenn of Ohio traded stinging barbs in
person for the - first time over Glenn's charges
that Mondale is vague and Mondale's counter
that Glenn supported President Reagan's
economic policies.
Anyone looking for the "score" of the nationally televised debate and a clear winner and loser
was probably disappointed, since each of the
candidates made good in his chances to shine
and no one stumbled badly.
For a voter trying to decide which of the eight
to back in a primary or a caucus, the differences
among the eight were laid out pretty clearly. The
areas of agreement were well outlined, too.
With only five weeks to go before the Iowa
caucuses and six weeks before the primary here
In the Granite State, Mondale certainly suffered
no direct damage in the debate. He faced Glenn's
attacks and demonstrated that he is a politician
who is not afraid to display his anger in public.
"There's just been a six-minute speech, all of it
baloney," he said to Glenn.
For a presidential candidate who has been accused of lacking passion, that was quite an
outburst.
And since Mondale did not stumble, that meant
his front-runner's position was not diminished.
The format of the debate — moderated by ABC
News' Ted Koppel and then by talk show host
Phil Donahue — encouraged the give-and-take
that provided most of the interesting moments,
especially in contrast to the carefully staged and
limited presidential debates of 1980, 1978 and
1980.
If Mondale showed his anger, Glenn laid out in
detail his charges against Mondale, as he has
been trying to do since early November. Millions
of potential voters saw Glenn tell Mondale to his
face that the former vice president has promised
too much and that his economic plans are
gobbledygook.
But the other candidateS had their moments.
And for the six who are in the single-digits in the
polls, the national exposure is what this debate
was all about.
"People now know who I am and that's what
we've been trying to do for the past year," said
Sen. Gary Hart of Colorado after the debate.
For example, former Florida Gov. Reubin
Askew had a moment when he fired back at both
Glenn and Mondale after their shouting match:
"What I'd like to say is that you're both right.
You're both right in what you are saying about
each other," Askew said.
Askew also got a chance to defense his unique
position among the candidates opposing abortion
and his relatively hard-line views about dealing
with communism in Latin America.
Hart stressed again and again that he offers "a
new generation of leadership" for the party, as
contrasted to the "establishment leaders"
represented by Glenn and Mondale.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson made his points as
. well, firing back when talk show host Phil
Donahue questioned th
\e„Democrats' as the party
of big spending:
"It costs $20,000 to send a kid to college ... It
costs $140,000 a year for a penitentiary scholarship. The schools at their worst are better than
the jails at their best."
Sen. Ernest F. Hollings of South Carolina exhibited his usual store of one-liners, commenting
at one point on the U.S. exchanging ambassadors
with the Vatican:
"Should we send an ambassador to Mecca in
Saudi Arabia as well?" he asked, referring to the
holy city of the Islamic religion.
Former South Dakota Sen. George McGovern
defined his stance on defense spending in no
uncertain terms.
"You don't measure a person's patriotism by
how much he wants to spend" on defense, the
1972 Democratic nominee said, adding he wants
major cuts in military spending. Only Jackson
agreed with him on that position.
As the candidate who made arms control the
centerpiece of his campaign, Sen. Alan Cranston
of California made his case forcefully and then
said he was pleased that a major portion of the
debate had focused on that issue.

washington today

Hunger task force begged the question
An AP News Analysis
WASHINGTON (AP) — Last
August, President Reagan confessed to being "perplexed" by reports
that people are hungry "in this
great and wealthy nation."
He appointed a task force to find
out if that was so.
His task force has now reported.
Its answer: Yes. And No.
Yes, it said, there are hungry
people; no, it said, hunger is not
"rampant."
Yes: "We find hunger to be a real
and significant problem
throughout our nation," said chairman J. Clayburn LaForce,
But No: "For the vast majority
of low-income people, the private
and public parts of the income
maintenance and food assistance
efforts are available and sufficient
for those who take advantage of
them," said the panel's report.
Well, then, is the problem worse?
Is hunger more widespread than
before?
Yes, said the President's Task
Force on Food Assistance, and No.
It dealt with that crucial question
In a single sentence that didn't
answer it.
"Both need and availability have
grown significantly," the task
force found.
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This was the only acknowledgement that the country has an increased hunger problem
"We cannot report on any indicator that will tell us where and
by how much hunger has gone up in
recent years," the task force said
And so the crucial question of
whether more Americans are
hungry goes begging.
But unless the government
decides that substantial hunger remains despite substantial efforts to
feed the hungry, it will not increase
those efforts.
Bill Moyers, the CBS News commentator, found some grounds for
encouragement in the dispute.
Not so many years ago, Moyers
noted, there would have been no
debate over whether hunger is a
big problem. The fact that hunger
is not so visible is proof that
government programs can work,
he said.
Moreover, it may be progress,
that there is no longer much of a
debate over whether hunger is any
business of the government.
"If there is one person in this
country hungry, that is one too
many," Reagan said in appointing
the task force.
The implication was that the
government ought to do something

about it.
Reagan didn't say that the
government ought to help only
those who can't help themselves.
He applied no means test.
But critics are dismayed by the
task force's overall conclusion that
government efforts are
"sufficient."
Civil rights organizations, antipoverty groups, church groups,
some Democrats in Congress and
some people who run soup kitchens
think the task force has missed the
dimensions of the hunger problem.
Robert Greenstein, who ran the
Federal Food and Nutrition Service in the Carter administration,
says the panel ignored the impact
of Reagan's cuts in government
food programs and overlooked entirely the effects of cuts in other
basic family programs.
When the government increased
the rent of occupants of subsidized
housing, he says, it reduced the
amount those families had to spend
for food.
"As recently as a week ago, the
Reagan administration was
floating a document calling for
another $4 billion cut in food programs over the next five years,"
Greenstein said.
-That's remarkable to me. If the

president believes what he said,
that we shouldn't have a hungry
person in America, he won't propose another cut."
The commission's chief recommendation called for offering
states the option of taking federal
money to run their own food
assistance programs and to drop
out of the food stamp program.
That idea was rejected forcefully
by organizations speaking for the
nation's governors, mayors and
county officials.
In the debate over whether
hunger is widespread, those groups
are in agreement. Their answer is
an unambiguous yes.
For example, a study in June by
the U.S. Conference of Mayors
found "a recent and significant increase in the demand for emergency food assistance" in cities across
the country.
Mayor Ernest Morial of New
Orleans said of all problems facing
American cities, "hunger is probably the most prevalent and the
most insidious."
President Reagan can read his
task force's report and still remain
"perplexed" about the extent and
the reasons for hunger in America.
The report doesn't say. To that
degree, it's not much help to him —
or to the hungry.

looking back
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Grace's gospel
NEW YORK (AP) — The Grace
Commission report offers 2,478
"separate, distinct and specific"
recommendations for $424.4 billion
in government savings in three
years, which alone would seem to
fulfill its mission.
But it offers more too: an argument against further tax increases,
buttressed by statistics and
language so graphic few people
will fail to understknd or
remember at election time.
An example, from Chairman J.
Peter Grace's letter to President
Reagan: median family income
taxes have increased from $9 in
1948 to $2,218 in 1983, or by 248
times.
"Runaway taxation at its
worst," said Grace, who as head of
the President's Private Sector
Survey on Cost Control coordinated
the efforts of 38 task forces, 181 executives and 2,000 volunteers.
But even more frustrating than
the rise in taxes, he suggested, was
the bitter futility of it all, because
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tax money that workers so painfully raise is squandered so as to produce little real return to them.
"One-third of all their taxes is
consumed by waste and inefficiency in the federal government,"
Grace told the president
"Another one-third of all their
taxes escapes collection from
others as the underground
economy blossoms in direct proportion to taxe increases and
places even more pressure on law
abiding taxpayers..."
A vicious circle is thus produced,
he said. Seeking to avoid taxes,
more and more activities -stip into
the underground economy, adding
to the pressure for more taxes and
forcing still more into tax evasion
and avoidance.
What is left, said Grace, falls far
short of paying for the services that
people expect from government
With two-thirds of everyone's
personal income taxes wasted or
not collected, he wrote the president, 100 percent of what is col-

lected serves only to pay interest
on debt and contributions to
transfer payments.
"In other words," he wrote, "all
individual income tax revenues are
gone before one nickel is spent on
the services which taxpayers expect from their government."
In earlier interviews and commentaries, Grace made clear that
such remarks wcre intended to cut
deeply into the thinking of voters
and politicians who view government as a paternalistic purveyor of
benefits.
Such thinking, he said in an interview last April, will put the country
"down the drain." People are paying dearly and getting nothing, he
said, and the eventual penalty "is
the loss of free society as we know
it
Education, he said at the time,
wa9 the best way to counter such
thinking. As the word gets around,
"more and more people will want
to cut," he said."We can depend on
that."

headline
Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline. 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Can prescription
drugs cause a person to be more
susceptible to hypothermia? L.S.
ANSWER: Hypothermia. a lifethreatening condition in which
body temperature drops far below
normal, has long been associated
with winter cold.
But hypothermia can also be
caused by some common prescription drugs, as well as by alcohol,
says Dr. Robert Pozos. leading
hypothermia researcher at the

University of Minnesota's School of
Medicine.
In such cases it can occur any
time the outside temperature is
lower than body temperature, even
In summer. Or it can happen indoors when room temperatures ae
moderately cool.
Drugs such as barbiturates,
sedatives. tranqullizers, and bloodpressure medication can make a
person susceptible to hypothermia
by chemically resettling the body's
thermostat to dangerously low ,
temperatures, or like alcohol, by
widening blood vessels and so
drawing blood away from the
center of the body. Receptors on
the skin are affected &swell, making a person less able to feel cold.
The symptoms are essentially
the same for both kinds of
hypothermia — drowsiness,
disorientation, weakness. stumbl-

Mg. slurred speech, and shallow
breathing. Anyone can be affected,
although, as is true for coldinduced hypothermia, elderly persons tend to be particularly
vulnerable.
Whatever the cause, all
hypothermia victims should be
taken to an emergency room. Once
there, hospital personnel can determine if medications or alcohol are
responsible and take appropriate
steps.
Emergency treatment is usually
effective in restoring hypothermia
victims to health. But it's possible
for people to prevent the condition
entirely by taking simple precautions: asking their doctor if a drug
they are taking can affect body
temperature and, if it can,
monitoring their temperature
while taking it, and limiting alcohol
Intake
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Ten years ago
Substantial raises are apparently in store for county road
employees after action taken at the
regular meeting of the Calloway
County Fiscal Court.
Juana Stockdale, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Stockdale,
Calloway County High School, and
Rhonda Garland, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Eurie Garland, Murray
High School, have been named as
Good Citizens of the year by the
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
the Daughters of the American
Revolution.
Miss Wanda Garrett, daughter of
the Rev. and Mrs. Coy Garrett, and
Danny Wade Johnson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Quindon Johnson, were
married at Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
Mrs. Leon Grogan taught the
lesson on "Macrame" for the
lesson leaders of the Calloway
County Homemakers Clubs at the
Extension Office.
In high school basketball games
Murray beat Benton and Calloway
beat Cuba. High team scorers were
Glenn Jackson for Murray, Hoover
and Clapp for Benton, James Wells
for Calloway and Wiggins for Cuba.
Twenty years ago
Army Pvt. John H. Shackelford,
Jr., completed an eight-week
general supply course under the
Reserve Forces Program on Jan.
11 at Fort Knox.
C.B. Durham has been elected to
membership in the American
Angus Association.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Lockhart, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wayne
Rhodes, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Whitton, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Wilkins, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Harold James, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Miller and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Danny
Cunningham.
The Lad and Lassie will hold it
grand opening starting today in its
new location in the Southside
Manor, according to the store
owners, Betty Miller and Agnes
Payne. The store opened for
business in October 1961 in the
former West Kentucky Lumber
Building.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Dunn are
vacationing in Bradenton, Fla.

Thirty years ago
Pvt. Donald G. Edwards is serving with the First Cavalry Division
In Japan.
"If you want to see a nice
building go out to the Science
Building at Murray State Cpllege.
It is just about perfectly arranged
for the purpose for which it was intended," from the column,"Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams.
Directors of the Dees Bank of
Hazel include Darwin N. White,
J.M. Marshall, Bert Taylor, J.G.
Erwin. H.A. Newport and Ellis R.
Paschall. Assets at the close of
business on Dec. 31, 1953, are listed
at $708.604.67.
Col. Wallace Hackett, cornmanding,,officers of Murray State Col.
lege ROTC Union, spoke at a
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
at the Murray Woman's Club
House
A special feature story on Kent
Miller and his egg business is
published.
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Anniversary event to be Sunday

Couple married, Nashville church

Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Hurt, Rt. 1, Murray, will
celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary.
A reception will be
given in their honor by
their children and
grandchildren on Sunday. Jan. 22.
The event will be from
2 to 4 p.m. in the Community Room of the
North Branch of the
Peoples Bank.
All relatives and
friends are invited to
attend.
•Mr. and Mrs. Hurt
were married Jan. 20,
1934, by Luther Pogue at
his home at Penny.
Their attendants were
Mrs. Bessie Thurmond
Parker, sister of Mrs.
Hurt, and the late Lynn
Parker.
4
Mrs. Hurt, the former
Treva Thurmond, is the
daughter of the late
Charlie Thurmond and
Ludie Ray Thurmond.
Mr. Hurt, a farmer, is
the son of the late Roy
Hurt and Joyce Dale
Hurt.
They have one
daughter, Mrs. Linda
Wilson who is married
to Jimmy Wilson. Two
grandsons are Ronnie
Wilson and Don Wilson
and his wife, Shelia, all
of Rt. 1, Murray.

Newborns and dismissals listed
Census at Murray.
Calloway County
Hospital for Wednesday, Jan. 11, was 111
adults and seven in
nursery.
A newborn admission

was as follows:
Brandon P. Hayden,
Baby Girl Camper, D-1 Southside Manor;
parents, Carolyn and Mrs. Patricia S. Page,
Elbert, Rt. 2, Puryear, 1615 Locust Dr.; Mrs.
Tenn.
Sylvia J. Dortch, Rt. 3,
Dismissals were as Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Jo
follows:
Kathryn Maddox, 142
Strawberry Lane, Martin, Term.;
Miss Cynthia G. BenCorn-Austin Will Be Closed
nett,603 North 18th, Apt.
H; Mrs. Carolyn A.
TUESDAY, JAN. 17th
Ramsey, Rt. 8; Mrs.
Flora Mae Perry, 203
To Prepare For
Pine St.; Durward M.
FINAL MARKDOWNS
Potts, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
Raymon M. McSALE STARTS WED., JAN. 18th
Cuiston, New Concord;
yoris R. Sanderson, 1006
At 9:00 A.M.
Main St.; Prentice T.
Ahart, Rt. 4, Cadiz;
John P. Smotherman,
Rt. 4;
John D. Grogan, Rt.
3; Mrs. Delia B. Parker,
406 North Sixth St.; Mrs.
Ikary L. Weaks (expired) Rt. 5; Colie D.
Adams (expired) Rt. 7,
Mayfield.

TUESDAYTUESDAY
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*Shannon Tweed
Playboy's 1983
Playmate of Thu
Yearl
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Mils Carol Louise
Crumpacker of
Nashville. Tenn., and
Second Lt. G. Gregory
Garfield of Kingsville,
Texas, were married at
the Glendale Baptist
Church, Nashville,
Term.
The Rev. Richard
Smith officiated at the
ceremony said on Saturday, Nov. 19.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe D. Crumpacker of Nashvllle. She
is the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Francis
Bohlken of Slater, Mo.,
and of Mr. and Mrs.
D.P. Crumpacker of
Milan, Mo.
The groom is the son
of Dr. and Mrs. Gene J.
Garfield of Murray. He
Is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. I.E. Mohlin of
Ogden, Utah and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Garfield, formerly of
Ogden. •
A program of music
was presented by Randy
Williams, organist, and
Miss Kathy Elmer,
flutist.
The candleight
ceremony was performed before two large
candelabra. Hurricane
candle lamps bordered
the pews and
luminated the aitai and
Second Lt. and Mrs. G. Gregory Garfield
windows.
The gowns were in Pocono Mountains in Marrs, Mr. and Mrs.
The bride
The bride was given in shades of emerald green Pennsylvania.
Farouk Umar, Mae
marriage bY her and aquamarine. Each
The new Second Lt. Umar, Mr. and Mrs.
parents and was attendant carried sonya and Mrs. Garfield now John Faughn, Dr. and
escorted to the altar by roses tied with emerald are residing in Mrs. George James, Dr.
her father.
green and white Kingsville, Texas, and Mrs. Jorge GarShe wore a formal ribbons.
where the groom is at- rastazu and Helen Garlength gown of ivory
The groom
tending Jet-Flight rastazu, all of Murray.
satin and fingertip
The groom and School for the United
Rehearsal dinner
train, high necked groomsmen were in for- States Marine Corps.
The evening
bodice and long fitted mal military uniform.
Among the out-ofsleeves trimmed with
Second Lt. Lance town guests were the preceding the service, a
rehearsal dinner was
alencon lace.
Aliheimer of Kingsville, following:
groom's
Her ivory illusion Texas, served as best
Mrs. Ritchie Baggs, hosted by the
parents, Dr. and Mrs.
chapel length veil was man.
Salt Lake City, Utah;
dotted with seed pearls
Groomsmen were Se- Mr. and Mrs. Jack Min- Gene Garfield of
and gathered at the cond Lt. Michael Joseph noch, Mark Minnoch Murray.
The dinner was servcrown of a Juliet cap Gretz, Ftrst Lt. Lionel J. and Scott Minnoch, Sanformed entirely of Rotelli,? Jr., and First ta Maria, Calif.; Mrs. ed in the Jackson Room
pearls. She carried a Lt. James Kenneth Robert Stewart, Mr.and of the Opryland Hotel,
spray bouquet of Haldeman, all of Mrs. I.E. Mohlin and Nashville.
gardenias and white Kingsville, Texas.
Scott Call, Ogden( Utah;
Bridal event
roses.
Cadet First Class
William Bomar,
In addition to other
Mrs. A. Scott Newby Keith A. Alsheimer of Memphis, Tenn.; Frank bridal events given in
of Knoxville, Tenn., Nashville, and Arnold Gilliam, Louisville; honor of the couple, an
served as matron of Scott Newby, Knoxville, Miss Mary Rita open house was held for
honor for her sister.
Tenn., brother-in-law of Senkavech and Dr. the bride at the home of
The bridesmaids were the bride, served as Jesus L. Manalang, Mrs. Joseph Rose of
Miss Janice Crum - ushers.
Carterville, Ili.; Mr. Murray.
packer and Miss Dina
A feature of the and Mrs. John
Hostesses also includCrumpacker, sisters of ceremony was the McBryant, Sr., ed Mrs. Roy Hatton,
the bride, from sword-arch performed Clarksville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Farouk Umar,
Nashville, and Miss by the groomsmen as an
Dr. Dennis Poplin, Dr. Miss Mae Umar, Miss
Natalie Garfield, sister honor guard as the and Mrs. Roy Hatton, Cheryl Rose and Miss
of the groom, from newlyweds left the Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Valarie Hatton, all of
Murray.
church and relatives Rose, Joe Rose, Kim Murray.
Lighting the candles and friends gathered to
In the candelabra and throw rice and wish
the hurricane candle them well.
lamps were Miss Elaine
Reception
Langley of Jacksonville,
Following the service,
Fla., and Miss Donna a receptton was held at
Parents of children enrolled in the Murrlay
Corn of Nashville.
the Maryland Farms
- The attendants and Country Club, Brent: Preschool Corporation will meet Tuesday, Jan.
17, at 7 p.m. in the classroom of the school.
candlelighters wore full wood, Tenn.
length satin gowns. The
The bride's parents, Following the business meeting, an address will
skirts were softly Mr. and Mrs. Joe Crum- be given by Faye Austin on "Child Health and
gathered at the waists packer of Nashville, Medical Problems."
featuring long sleeve were hosts.
empire jackets trimmed
Following the recepwith deep ruffles at the tion the couple left for a
The League of Women Voters of Murrayneck and wrists.
wedding trip to the Calloway County will sponsor a progm on school
finance on Tuesday, Jan. 17, at 7:30 p.m. in the
public meeting room of the Calloway County
Public Library. Participants will be Dr. Hugh
Nofisinger of Murray State University, Dr. Jack
Rose, superintendent of Calloway County
Schools, and Robert Glin Jeffrey, superintendent
of Murray City Schools. The public is invited to
attend and participate, a league spokesman said.
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Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wirt

central center 753-3314

Mindy Ledger & Times

Across From MSU Stadium

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION WEEK

The free-market price
of platinum usually
hovers just above that of
gold but occasionally
soars much higher.
Despite its rarity — all
of the platinum ever
mined would fill a cube
14 feet square — the
metal is used in the
manufacture of perhaps
one of five of today's
products, according to
National Geographic.

DATEBOOK

.Parents will-meet

League plans meeting

rrTs Decorative

• STEAK HOUSE •

Buy One Steak At
Reg. Price And Receive
A Second Steak of equal
Value FREE!!!

"CUT MESH DAILY -NEVIR NOUN"

Veterans plan meeting

FINA
L SALE
At The Old Location
641 N. Adjoining Wiggins Furniture

Tuesday, Wednesday
& Thursday
Don't Miss It!
We'll Be Moving To

J.P. Nesbitt's

MURRAY

An informational meeting for Vietnam
Veterans and other interested persons will be
Tuesday, Jan. 17, at 7:30 p.m. in the meeting
room of Pagliars Rest4urant. The area for
discussion will be the Vietnam Veterans' Bonus
Billy which now is pending in the Kentucky
Legislature. More information will be available
at the meeting, according to Hugh D. Barksdale,
group spokesman.

Zachery K. Weaks born

Our New Location
Very Soon.
408 12/1' STREET
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Accessories

Offer Good Jan. 16-Jan. 22, 1984
Eat In Only

U.S.D.A. "CHOICE"
WESTERN BEEF

ei
si

641 N. -Adjoining Wiggins

Mr.and Mrs. Michael Weaks,Farmington,are
the parents of a son, Zachery Keith, born
Wednesday, Dec. 28, at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Johnson, Keith Weaks and Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Delk.
0
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Eric Sevareid
will get award
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Retired CBS commentator Eric Sevareid
will receive the National
Press Club's 1983
Fourth Estate Award,
given each year for
recognition of a lifetime
of contributions to
American journalism.
Sevareid, 71, served
as war correspondent,
chief Washington
reporter and news commentator during a
38-year career with
CBS. He retired in 1977.
Club President Don
Byrne announced the
award Thursday and
said it will be presented
at a dinner in March.

os

Joan Lunden
ABC's Good
Morning America

Connie Chung
NBC News
at Sunrise

Diane Sawyer
CBS Morning News

TV anchorwomen talk about jobs
Three vibrant young women, have time for myself
— if I can
each a star on a morning televijust stay awake.
sion network news show, sparkle
"Monday morning is the
as they inform at an hour when
worst. I've often thought of tellmost of us groggily struggle to
ing my producer I don't think
wake up for the day ahead.
I'm coming in, but I can't imThe trio is famous, successful
agine following through. I really
and well-paid anchorwomen and
love what I do."
earn what they get, according to
* Diane Sawyer, 37: "The
a story in the January issue of
hours are a tyranny of the job
Bazaar magazine.
that we must live with. Often I
Connie Chung of NBC News, get only two hours
sleep — a
Diane Sawyer of CBS News and
triumph of will over instinct.
Joan Lunden of ABC's Good
I've gone for two days without
Morning America Show each
any and survived.
have found a way to cope.
"I rarely skip a dinner party
Here are some of the things
and I attend theatre regularly.
they told Harper's Bazaar, as
Everybody knows that at 9:01
reported in the January issue.
a.m. on Friday they "better not
* Connie Chung, 37: I'm a
stand in the studio doorway or
night owl. I like to stay up until 4
I'll mow them down. It's my one
a.m. and sleep until noon, but free day and
I'm off to brunch
I'm up at 2:30 a.m. and at the ofwith a friend, than an afternoon
fice in less than an hour. I'm
at the movies — one or two or
usually in bed at 8 p.m., except three — and
then dinner. Movies
on Wednesdays and Thursdays are my tranquil
izer.
when I do the 10 p.m. news
"What does it take to do this
digest.
job? Tremendous stamina — for
"On those days I sleep three
me, a family trait — and not
hours in two shifts, at 1 p.m. and
worrying, something I learned
11 p.m: Friday is really the only
early on. You simply have to
day I can slip away by noon and
have a sense of your own limits.

irs.
tae
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and
Dr.
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I don't make five-year plans. I'd
love to get married and have a
family, but I put my trust in luck
and destiny."
* Joan Lunden, 33, wife and
mother of 10-month-old Lindsey
and Jamie, three: Because I
have children, I'm actually less
uptight about my work schedule.
I don't live and die for my jobs
alone, as I might if I were single.
Of course, the flip side is I'rry
also exhausted at times, so lie
learned to say no to many social
activities. I make my family my
priority."
Joan, as had her two peers,
told Harper's Bazaar that she
watches her diet: "I abuse my.
body all day with this hectic
schedule, so I make sure I eat
well at night — fresh vegetables,
whole grains, less red meat than
ever. I do my own cooking, with
some help from the children's
nanny.
"My husband (Michael
Krauss, a TV producer) and I
are new parents and most of our
time is focused on the children.
There's nothing else I'd rather
do than stay home with them."
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Monday, Jan. 16
Murray-Calloway
County Chorus is
scheduled to meet at
7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Chuch.

Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Restaurant.

Bluegrass State CB
Club is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at
Homeplace Restaurant.

Quilt Lovers will meet
at 6 p.m. in Annex of
Calloway Public
Library.

Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
club house.

Welcome Wagon Club
will meet at 6 p.m. at
Golden Corral.

Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 6:30
p.m. for a potluck supper with the meeting to
begin at 7:30 p.m.

toldton,
ar,
tiss
tiss
of

Area Evangelism
-Conference by Kentucky Baptist Convention will be at 7 p.m. at
First Baptist Church,
Mayfield.

Tuesday, Jan. 17
club house.

Murray-Calloway
County 4-H Craft Club
will meet at 3 p.m. at
Calloway County High
School.

1

Murray State University Libraries will begin
regular hours for the
spring semester.

Free blood pressure
tests will be given from
noon to 2 p.m. at
Seventh-Day Adventist
Church.

Exercise is scheduled
at 7 p.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge.
---J.N. Williams Chapter
Continued on page 14

Alcoholics
Ancinymous will meet at
8 p.m. in western portion of Livestock and
Exposition Center.

Murray and Paducah
Toastmasters will meet
; at 8:59 p.m. at Western
Siszlin Restaurant,
Murray. For information call Art Litchfield
at 759-9926.

DeVantis
Wed. 4 to 10

10 Oz. Chop Steak

P.M.

$329

and Salad Bar
and
Hamburger Plate with Fries

1V;71t1.9 $ 1 49
r1:30
Chestnut Street

Pier I imports
Furniture * White Porcelain * Prints
Tea Sets * Cushions * Brass * Candles

Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at the Health Center.
Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at

Corn-Austin Will Be Closed
TUESDAY, JAN. 17th
To Prepare For
FINAL MARKDOWNS
SALE STARTS WED., JAN. 18th
At 9:00 A.M.

SALE CONTINUES AT...

Retirees of UAWAFL-CIO will not meet
this month.

•

Tuesday, Jan. 17
Senior.
Social Security
..eitizens acRepresentative will be tivities will be at 9:30
at Robert 0. Miller a.m. at Dexter Center;
Courthouse Annex from from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
10 a.m. to noon.
Centers; from 10 a.m. to
Murray Moose Lodge 3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
will meet at 8 p.m. with
officers to meet at 7
Parents of Murray
p.m.
Preschool Corporation
will meet at 7 p.m. in
Mothers Morning Out
classroom of the school.
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
Wednesday, Jan. 18
Hazel and Douglas
Singles Class will Centers will be open
meet at 7 p.m. at from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Seventh and Poplar for activities by senior
Church of Christ.
citizens.

Murray Assembly No.
Murray State Univer19 Order of the Rainbow
sity Libraries will be
for Girls will meet at 7
open from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
p.m.

Alcoholics
Anonymous and Al.
Anon will have an open
The League Of Women
potluck meeting at 7 Voters of Murrayp.m. at First Christian Calloway County
will
Church, Benton.
sponsor a program on
school finance at 7:30
Ceramics Class of p.m. in public meeting
Westside Baptist room of Calloway
Church will meet at 6:30 Public Library.
p..m. at Cerami
Boutique.
Murray Christian
Women's Club will have
East Calloway FTC a luncheon from noon to
Skating Night will be 2 p.m. at Seven Seas
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Restaurant.
Roller Skating of
Murray.
Informational
meeting for Vietnam
Exercise is scheduled Veterans and other inat 7 p.m. at Murray terested persons will be
Moose Lodge.
at 7:30 p.m. in meeting
•
room of Pagliai's.
Suburban
Homemakers Club will
Student auditions for
meet at 7 p.m. at the MSU production of comhome of Lillian Dunn.
ic opera, "The Pirates
of Penzance," will be
Tuesday, Jan. 17
7:30 to 9 p.m. in Farrell
Parents Anonymous Recital Half, Doyle Fine
will meet. at 6:30 p.m. Arts Center, Murray
For information call State.
753.4126, 762-2504,
753-8987 or 782-2687.

f

Tuesday, Jan. 17

Plus Our Tables Are Full Of Items
Reduced 50%

1

Pier 1 Imports
•

.; •

41111

Bel Air Center

Murray

we've been busy as bees...
LOWERING PRICES!

Annual GU inn's
Factory Outlet Shoes

2 for 1

plus $

100

Fall & Winter Clearance Sale
Selected Group Men & Women's
Casual Dress Shoes
Sale Starts Thurs. Jan. 12
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 1-5
207 N. Brewer Downtown Paris,
TN
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5
New Clarksville Location
Hwy 79N Northgate Shopping
Center St. Bethlehem TN,
Open Mon.-Sat 9-6

AT VANDERBILT —
Midshipman Douglass
Bryan Story, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Donald L. Story,
504 Olive St., Murray, is
attending Vanderbilt
University, Nashville,
Tenn., on a Naval Reserve
Officers Training Corps
Scholarship. Story attended Murray High School
where he was a member of
the National Honor Society and on the track team.
He will work toward a
Bachelor of Engineering
degree in Mechanical
Engineering and commissioning as a naval officer
during the next four years.

CLEANERS
SAVE MONEY
r

Sweaters

MOO

Men's or Ladies

2 Pc.
Suits 1 99

$ 1 75

No Limit With Coupon
No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning
Bring Cleaning
FGood Thru Sat. Jan. 28, 1984
.
J Good Thru Sat. Jan. 28, 1984
.
Hygienically Cleaned
Expertly Pressed

•0\

Men's or Ladies

Slacks

Shirts 690
Size 14-18% only
4 or more
Launderd, Folded on Hangers
AT BELMONT — Midshipman Charles Thomas
Woods, Jr., son of Chuck
Woods, 1107 Main St.,
Murray, is attending Belmont College, Nashville,
Tenn., on a college program in the Naval Reserve
Officers Training Corps
Unit. Woods attended
Calloway County High
School where he was a
member of the student
council, president of his
junior class, member of
the foreign language club,
fencing club and the swim
team. He will work toward
a Bachelor of Arts degree
in psychology and commissioning as a naval officer
during the next four years.

No limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning
Good Thru Sat Jan. 28, 1984

$ 185

No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning
Good Thru Sat. Jan. 28, 1984
mikm•
J

imam

(50011EIS
Laundry & Cleaners
13th & Main

6th & Poplar

753-2552

North 12th
603 Main

HAPPY —NEW YEAR from the
counselors at Diet Center.
We're excited! We are beginning
the new year 137 pounds lighter! Being counselors at Diet Center it's required of us to maintain goal weight.
B.eing normal people, like you, we
know the "trials and temptations one
goes through trying to lose weight.
Thanks to Diet Center we did it and we
want to help you do it. A favorite saying of ours, is "It isn't always easy,
but it's always worth it." Our program is totally natural and based on
sound nutrition. You will receive daily
support and encouragement from a
counselor
who. cares
and
understands.. Isn't It ABOUT TIME
YOU CALLED DIET CENTER?
Patty Mahoney
27 lbs.
Marlene Waldrop
40 lbs.
Sandy Fulton
70. lbs.
Call today (753-0020)
for free consultation

Office Hours
M-F 7:00-1:00
2:00-5:30
Sat. 10-12
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King's daughter credits Reagan with unity
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SHOE
SALE!

3

We're Getting Out Of The
Shoe Business
So All Our Shoes
Must Be Sold
All In Stock Sizes

/
13
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CINCINNATI(AP) —
The civil rights movement is getting stronger
because of Ronald
Reagan's presidency,
says a daughter of the
Rev. Martin ,Luther
King Jr.
Bernice Albertine
King, 20, told an audience at the Zion Baptist Church on Sunday:
"Sometimes I think we
are getting away from a
civil rights movement
or a united movement,
because so many of us
are just out for
ourselves. But maybe it
was a blessing in
disguise when Ronald
Reagan became president because many of us
are coming back
together."
Miss King came to
Cincinnati to address a
12th annual tribute to
her slain father, who
would have been 55 on
Sunday. The church's
pastor, the Rev. L.V.
Booth, has long been a
friend of the King
family.
Miss King said she
was disappointed that
the national holiday
honoring her father
won't go into effect until
1986.
"It should have been
commemorated the
year after he died, or at
least a few years later,"
she said.
•
-Miss King, a junior at
Spelman College in

Atlanta, said she saw
her father as a Moses
who "not only led black
people, but all people
toward freedom and a
Christian life."
Miss King was 5 years
old when her father wits
assassinated. She said
she sometimes finds it
hard to believe her
father was the same
man that became the
voice of America's civil
rights movement and
helped change federal
law with his gospel of
non-violence.
Her only memories of
her father are from the
funeral and from the
times she would jump
into his arms and kiss
him.
"Those are the only
two memories I have of
him in life," she said.
"But I feel he's working
with me through God to
fulfill a lot of his
dreams."
Miss King
( stressed
the spiritual aspects of
the civil rights movement, rather than the
political ones. She is a
psychology major in colt
lege with a concentration in pre-law. She
hopes to go to Boston
University for graduate
study in law and
ministry.
"When I was 17 I had
a strange sensation one
evening that either the
Lord or my father was
calling me to carry on

his ministry, especially
to work with the
young," she said.
Miss King declined to
say whether she sup-

' By The Associated Press
Two men died in accidents in Bardstown
and Louisville this
weekend, while another
was killed in a Tennessee police chase.
Robert Dale Berry,
23, of Bardstown died
when the car he was
driving and a pickup
truck collided head-on
on U.S. 31-E at the
southern limits of Bardstown Sunday morning,
Bardstown police said.
Two monks from the
Abbey pf Gethsemani,
who were in the pickup
truck, were hospitalized. One of the two was

ports the presidential
bie of the Rev. lease
Jackson. She said she
agrees with her mother,
Coretta Scott King, that

Jackson will increase .
voter registration
among blacks, but has
little chance of being
elected president.

Dozens treated after explosion
BROOKLINE, Mass.
(AP) — An avalanche of
debris crashed down as
an explosion crushed
the rear of a three-story
condominium, sending
fire roaring through the
complex "in a matter of
minutes" and leaving
two people hospitalized
today and two others
missing.
Residents of upper
floors in the condominium's two adjoining brick buildings used
sheets and ropes to
escape from windows
Sunday night. Dozens of
people were treated at
the scene for smoke inhalation, cuts and
bruises.
"The whole (rear of
the) building collapsed," said Deputy Fire
Chief Albert Sweeney.
The rubble, including
bathtubs, radiators and
pieces of furniture,
buried four cars parked
outside, and dense
smoke filled the front
units.
The cause of the 8:30
p.m. explosion had not
been determined by this
morning, but Fire Chief
James P. Fallon said

Three die in weekend accidents

Name Brands Like:

reported in serious condition at Humana
Hospital University in
Louisville, while the
other was treated at
Flaget Memorial
Hospital in Bardstown
for minor injuries.
They asked hospital'
officials not to release
their identities.
James C. Price, 66, of
Louisville was killed
shortly before noon Sunday when his car left the
road at U.S. 60 and
Dorsey Way in eastern
Jefferson County and
struck a tree, Jefferson
County police said.
The deaths raised the

state's traffic toll to 13
for the year, compared
to 26 through Jan. 15 a
year ago.
And •a Kentuckian
died in a Tennessee accident Friday night.
The Tennessee State
Patrol said David
McReynolds, 19, of
Mayfield was a
passenger in a car being
chased by Kenton,
Tenn., police. Officers
said the car left the road
near Kenton and struck
a tree.

b.uthorities had not ruled out the possibility of
a natural gas leak..
"But there had- been
no complaints of a gas
leak, And there was no
oclor of gas when the
men got here," Fallon
said.
Crews from Boston
Gas Co. were sent to the
scene, near Cleveland
Circle in the suburb of
B rookline, but
spokesman Frank Arricale said he had
received no information
from them by early
today.
All 12 condominiums
in the two buildings
were fully occupied, but
the total number of
residents wasn't immediately known.
The two missing people were believed to be
an elderly man confined
to a wheelchair and his
daughter, who were
thought to live in a
second-floor apartment,
Sweeney said.
The explosion ap-

parently occurred on
the first floor of one of.
the buildings, followed
by the fast-moving fire,
Sweeney said.
"Fire was coming out
of the windows," said
rescue worker Rick
Haydon, adding that
"there were sparks and
ashes all over the place.
The place went up in a
matter of minutes."
Residents "were using make-do to get out —
sheets, ropes," said Officer Bob Mello, one of
the first to arrive at the
buildings.
A neighbor, Richard
Dyer, said he saw a
woman hanging out a
second-floor window,
trying to get down by a
rope fashioned with
sheets. Firefighters
rescued her with a
ladder.
"It was the loudest
boom I ever heard,"
Dyer said. "I ran out
and saw the whole back
of the building blown
out."

Miss America continues

appearances despite threats
NEW YORK (AP) —
Miss America Vanessa
Williams says she's
received "lots of
threats" because of her
color, but she hags not let
them, cut into her
schedule of
appearances.
Miss Williams, the
first black woman to
wear the crown, said being black has not limited
her bookings.
"I have had more
calls for appearances
than any other Miss

America," the 20-yearold said in an interview
in Redbook's February
issue. "I've done 100
percent more. But it's
not as glamorous as people think."
Miss Williams was
asked if having a white
boyfriend has posed a
problem for her with
black men.
"No," she replied,
"Most of my boyfriends
before ... were black.
I've never had a
problem." •

Other details of the
accident were not
available.
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502-753-1465
107 S. 4th St.
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January, '1984 Is The Best Time To Start New
Prescription Records At Uncle Jeff's Discount
Pharmacyl
*We Keep Complete Records
*We Save You Money *Low, Low Prices
*Convenient Parking (Come In And Compare)
*One Stop Shopping *Friendliest Service

Be A Wise Shopper Like
Ben And Save On Shoes At:
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GIVE US
...WE'LL GIVE
IfOUR FILM... YOU A DEAL!
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Share your life with
friends& relativeS..•
order
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.J EXTRA PRINTS
Expires Jan 11
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WITH ABSOLUTELY NO INTEREST CHARGES
MAKE YOUR BEST DEAL POSSIBLE
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Salvation Army v1arches
To Find Lost R latives
DEAR A1 -Y: I was told that the Salvation Army
locates tnissing relatives who haven't been heard from for
years. Is that true?
I lost track of my brother 19 years ago. He was my only
living relative and I would give anything to find him. Pe
can't find me because I moved to another state, got
married and now I go by my husband's name, which my
brother doesn't know.
Please tell me if the Salvation Army can help me, and if:
so, how I go about requesting this service.
M.A.G.
DEAR M.A.G.: It's true. The Salvation Army is
expert at finding long-lost relatives. Its Missing
Persons Locator Service extends to 88 countries
and will make a search for the modest fee of $5.
(Yes, 85!)
Interested parties should be aware of the following basic guidelines:
1. The person you want to locate must be a close
relative—not a friend.
2. You must be able to provide essential information about the missing person.
3. The Salvation Army reserves the right to reject
any request based upon consideration of reasonableness, feasibility or motive.(For example, it will
not track down people for the purpose of collecting
debts; neither will it hunt for men or women who
have deserted their families. And it will not search
for people in adoption situations.)
To obtain information and/or a missing persons
inquiry form, contact your local Salvation Army
office or write to the nearest territorial headquarters: 880 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. 80810;
120 W. 14th St., New York, N.Y. 10011; 1424
Northeast Expressway, Atlanta, Ga. 30329; 30840
Hawthorne Blvd., Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif.
90274.
P.S. If the Salivation Army comes through for you,
please let me know so that I may rejoice with you.
•0 •

DEAR ABBY: Dudley and I are planning our wedding.
It's going to be a formal church wedding and we want it
to be perfect in every detail.
We agree on everything with one exception: Dudley
hates to wear a necktie.
What do the fashion experts suggest as a compromise?
DUDLEY'S DARLING
DEAR DARLING: The tie that binds in a wedding
has nothing to do with what the groom wears
around his neck. If Dudley hates neckties because
they're uncomfortable, he can leave the top butym
of his shirt unbuttoned. But the fashion experts say
there is no compromise. A man is either formally
attired or he isn't.

STORE-WIDE DISCOUNTS
PLUS
12 MONTH

INTEREST FREE FINANCING
(WITH APPROVED CREDIT)
AT

••
(Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple:"d&your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's booklet. Send $1 plus•long,
self-addressed, stamped (37 cents) envelope km
Abby's Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)

Watch for otTr
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McDonald's founder Ray Kroc dies Saturday

,cMofiLliorremis
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SAN DIEGO (AP) —
Company spokesman first McDonald's fran- ches" began to sprout leading restaurant wrote
in a 1979 New Flags at McDonald's Dick Starmann said the chise in Des Plaines, Ill, all over the country.
chain. His personal for- York Times essay on
restaurants throughout company had asked that In 1955, proceeded to
He bought out the tune was estimated at success "Whatever it
the world flew at half- McDonald's corporate transform the ham- McDonald brothers in over $800 million.
was, I saw it in the
staff today in memory flag be lowered to half burger business from 1961, paying $2.7 million
"When you try to McDonalds' operation,
of founder Ray Kroc, staff at all McDonald's carhops and juke boxes with borrowed money. figure out, what made
and in that moment, I
Meet "Christine," the pie of friends who aren't, whose decision "to go outlets until Jan. 20. On into a system of fast When he died, Kroc was you do what you did became
an enperfect Stephen King very interesting, arid for broke" with a ham- that date, a memorial counter service as the senior chairman of the when you did it, it's trepreneur
I decided to
novel-into-film. A movie they consume too much burger franchise led to a service will be held for famous "golden ar- board of the world's rather difficult," Kroc go for broke."
fast-food empire worth Kroc in Oak Brook, Ill.,
that knows the movie- of the movie's time.
where McDonald's
going public the way a
Another problem is $8 billion a year.
Kroc died Saturday of Corp. is based.
movie maniac knows that the movie's horror
He had been admitted
the showering habits of sequences are not scary neart failure at Scripps
young females. enough for my taste. A Clinic's Green Hospital to the hospital Dec. 5 for
Thoroughly. Intimately. 57 Plymouth, despite its in nearby La Jolla. He treatment of diabetes
and the effects of a
And these days, that being one of history's was 81.
A high-school dropout number of strokes durmovie-going public con- ugliest cars, doesn't
ing the past four years,
sists largely of nineteen make for a scary and on
to twenty-five-year-old menace in a horror film. milkshake -machine said his son-in-law,
males. And what do For one thing, it's hard salesman, Kroc became Padres President
nineteen-year-old males for it to lurk in hallways. a noted philanthropist Ballard Smith.
After completing the
lust after, outside of
However, "Christine" and was owner of San
nineteen -year -old does avoid looking silly, Diego's major-league eighth grade, Kroc left
females? Exactly what no mean feat in a movie baseball team, the school, and when he was
15, he lied about his age
"Christine" offers: rock about a living car. It Padres.
"This man created to enlist in the Red
and roll, the macabre, avoids looking silly by
and cars.
avoiding those situa- something that rivals Cross ambulance Corps
"There's no finer feel- tions that remind the au- what Henry Ford did during World War • I.
ing ," the hero of dience of "My Mother with the automobile," After the war, he work"Christine" says, "than the Car" and the "Her- said Jerry Coleman, a ed as a salesman, sellformer Padres manager ing such products as
a car of your own." And bie" films.
Christine is not just any
"Christine" contains and now a broadcaster paper cups, real esate
car. It's a 57 Plymouth. no graphic gore or nudi- for the club, referring to and milkshake mixers.
A native of suburban
The ultimate car. A ty. It does, however, the low prices and
car's car. A hundred contain very course production-line efficien- Oak Park near Chicago,
square miles of sheet language, some blood, cy that marked Kroc's Kroc bought franchise
rights 1n 1954 from
metal, culminating in and few minutes of fast-food restaurants.
Maurice and Richard
upswept fins as large as teenage groping in the
The first issue of the
McDonald, who owned a
those on a sperm whale. front seat of Christine. I New York
Times apsmall hamburger stand
Up front a hairy, heavy- give the movie a solid B. peared Sept.
18, 1851.
in San Bernardino,
breathing engine that
Calif., that offered a
could serve as the
limited menu and quick
booster engine on a
service.
rocket to the moon.
Kroc, who opened his
Christine has a radio
that plays nothing but
Frances Drake
50s rock and roll.
FOR TUESDAY, JANUARY 17,1984
Through its tinny
speaker, Little Richard
What kind of day will tomor- crop up. Scrutinize the cost of
screams, "I got a gal row be? To find out what the travel carefully. Local visits
named Bony Maronie, stars say, read the forecast are preferable to far-away
given for your birth sign.
journeys.
she is skinny as a stick
SAGITTARIUS
of macaronie," while ARIES
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21) Wrik/f).
the malevolent car (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
You need to do more
Take
with
no
risks
capital.
A
crushes a fat man,
research about an investment
squeezing him between conservative approach brings or business
proposal. You're
the front seat and the gains. Travel plans may be tempted to gamble when you
changed. Advisers seem to be
steering wheel. A cute inconsistent.
shouldn't.
car. Every time it goes
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
on a jealous tear (it is in ( Apr. 20 to May 20)
You'll feel more comforlove with its owner), it
Business agreements made
waxes ironic though its now are subject to revisions table around old friends than
radio's repertoire of later. Improved powers of with a fickle romantic inconcentration make for suc- terest. Clandestine atrock and roll lyrics.
tachments are disappointing.
cess.
Safeguard credit.
Cars, rock and roll,
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
and the macabre.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
May 21 to June 20)
Self-discipline is needed at
Sounds like a song by
You'll make headway with
Joan Jett and the routine tasks. Hard work done this time when friends tempt
now brings results and finan- you to goof off. Hard work
Blackhearts.
Ah, but you ask, What cial gain. A partner, though, is gains you the favorable notice
of superiors.
is the movie like outside extravagant.
PISCES
CANCER
its obviously successful
(June21toJuly22) etiC) (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
estimation of
Mixing business with
Children may require extra
demographics? Well, its attention today. Unexpected pleasure leads to false
Lincoln Federal Savings and Loan has
IFVF•f4r.".
production values, as interruptions at work in- assumptions. Higher-minded
the
pursuits
program you have been waiting for.
are favored over the
they say in the biz, are terfere with output. Some will
search for pleasure.
very good. John "The kiss and make up.
TV's and other super gifts.. plus high
YOU BORN TODAY have
Thing" Carpenter, the LEO
interest when you invest in our hightalents for management and
director, knows how to ( July 23 to Aug. 22)
earning
Catch
up
with
certificates.
household
banking.
Though
at
givgood
film a movie.
chores. Evening plans may be ing financial advice, you are
And there are enough changed. A loved one's
Get a free gift' to enjoy now, plus your
erratic not always successful in the
visually -stunning behavior may be irksome.
handling of your own funds. At
money
bock later with full interest! All you
scenes and pleasantly- VIRGO
times, you can be overhave
to
do is open a Lincoln Federal 2',/7, 3' 2,
shivery sequences to (Aug.23 to Sept. 22, WP
generous and at other times
A family member may be too thrifty. You have an affinior 5 year savings certificate. Then, according
please the palate of
Stephen King and John rattled by extra company. ty for intellectual pursuits,
to your deposit, you'll receive a corresponding
Carpenter fans. A scene Meet with friends away from which you can successfully
free
gift'. (See gift chart.)
home. Someone asks for your commercialize. You'd make a
In which Christine assistance today.
fine administrator, for you
repairs herself by LIBRA
The best part is that with a Lincoln
have a sense of universal sertwisting her mangled (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
vice. The theater may also apFederal Savings Certificate you're locking in a
sheet metal back into
It's not the best day to pre- peal to you. Law, politics and
guaranteed high rate for the long term. Not a
shape is particularly sent new ideas to higher-ups, religion are other fields in
bad idea with rates constantly chaaging.
though you'll accomplish which you'll have success.
eerie.
It's also satisfying to much of a routine nature. Be Birth date of: Benjamin
To take advantage of this offer, stop in at
diligent.
Franklin, statesman and inwatch the movie's hero, SCORPIO
ventor; Anton Chekhov,
any
of
our conveniently located branches, or
a nerd, transform (Oct.23toNov. 21)
playwright; and James Earl
complete
the coupon and mail it to us.
himself, under the car's
Unexpected expenses could Jones,actor.
loving influence, into a
suave kind of guy.
(Christine probably
Does your health Insurance
loves the nerd because a
help protect against
57 Plymouth is as much
ra
l
mod
ai
l
r
g
expenses
of a nerd among cars —
from
long
term
Illness?
SUPER RATES.. AND SUPER FREE GIFTS'
In these days of cute little utilitarian
PLUS
HIGH INTEREST!
Check with State Faun for one that does.
automobiles — as the
3 Vow 3'.,
,Year 2-, Yips,
You RIKV, YOU Rove. You Revs.
Deposit Deposit Deposit
Call: Jame Rows
Gib You Get Now
nerd is among his high
in S Yre.•• in 3',Yrs:• in 2' 7 Yrs.Amount Amount Amount
733-9627
school peers.)
5 1 850
5 1500 1 TelecorKepr, 700 Remote
$ 2 750
S 3 082 41 5 1 911 30 5 • 466 99
201 S. 6th
Outside the movie's
Phone
major premise of a liv2 000
3000
40. 2 G E 12 840(k 4 W1,.te
*
3 332 34
4 288 69
c IOC 11
qi •
AC DC Tv
ing automobile — that
.
ersonal Health insurance
coop
7 500
10 000 3 1.1101, COmpoc, m.o.a..0.e
8 33084 10 721 72 12 76782
single violation of
ihe SIMI. Farm
FEDERAL SAVINGS
IA,3 good
6 000
1200) 4 GE 13 Coke TV
8 700
999701 1243719 1531538
nature that we allow
neighbor.
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
10 000
15
000
20
P000sooK
000
NMI
Stabi
c
IS
19
thin
Delt,xr
16
661
68 21 44343 25 52c 63
these kinds of superTV
Cola
mate ome. mar Ave:arm erne.come..
./
natural films — the
11 500
17 000
22500 6 F.sle, V.deo Cassette
19 60931
7430? 56 78 716 34
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for deltpery. Value of
movie tries to be logical
Wecp.de.
merchandise is reportable for federal tot purposes
and consistent. Not
15 000
22 500
10 000 7 Soay 19 Color TV wleniote
21 922 51 32 165 15 38 288 4 C
Federal regulations require substantial interest
Cootrol Cable & Ste,ro Reoc4V
always successful. For
penalty for early withdiowal The value of meichan
CM
Instance, the movie in8 P000somc 25. Colo, Coasole '..
dose received will be taken into consideration when
sists that people who are
21 500
32 000
43 000 9 Sooy 26 Cold COOSOlP
35 822 60.- IC 74" 99 CI 880 1 I
calculating such early withdrawal penalty
sv,'Reloote Coble d
being chased by
t Customer must pay Kentucky soles tot on the
Stereo
Ready
_
Christine stupidly run
item chosen at the time of certificate purchase
down the middle of the
* Rotes sub lect to chooge voth not. e
street, a convention, of
••Coltolnhoo based al orweAnIconspouati,ag nod ordtt.aa
We reserve the ogest to substoote
01 ey,,01
course, that car of cirefliel value
rRETURN TO: Lincoln Federal Savings and Loan
chasing-human seI hove selected free gift' number
quences find impossible
Enclosed is my check for S
to avoid.
II d like a _12 Year Certificate —13 • Year Certificate iS Yeor Certif;cate
King's horror stories
almost contain fleshedNoine
Don't worry and wonder about learning
out characters and
your way around town. Or what to see and
strong human plots. The
do. Or whom to ask.
I
*
4'.
•PODIUMS SAVINGS
trouble with
As WELCOME WAGON Representati)'e.
NI
,
AND
LOAN
ASSOCIATIO
N
"Christine" is that the
iAddress
I'll simplify the business of getting settled.
Mulvey 7394234
Help you begin to enjoy your new town
characters and nonMO.1ithossea Itvd.
I City
.
Store
good shopping, local attractions,
Zip
horror plot are rather
Other orrice in Kentucky. Toil Fleet-800-292-456f
community opportunities And my baskel
humdrum. Of course, if
Telephone
Social Security No
is full of useful gifts to please your family.
•
you are or were ever a
Take a break from unpacking and call
nerd yourself, you will
me.
S
no doubt empathise
deeply with the hero;
— U
PA IMF
&r
.
ea
sPi
lIF a
r
e
and the nerd-batting
AtiOW 4 6 WEIRS i.os citi.ivErr
IS
bullies — like those in
IM IIIII IMP I= OD OM IND OD
11111 OM
NM
UM MI UM MB
IMI in MIIMO
Log= King
King's Carrie — are
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
satisfyingly obnoxious.
Hostess
492-13.
48
But the nerd has a coo-

1st* fonegter

My lover, the car

is pleased to
announce that
Gary Murdock, son of
Don and Linda Murdock,
has joined the cosmetologist staff.
CALL GARY Monday, Thursday, Friday
or Saturday for an appointment

Be! Air Center

Murray

753-5902

Your Individual
Horoscope

0

a

vi6-, c

At Lincoln Federal...
• Valuable Free Gifts'
PLUS

10.75% Interest on 5 Year Certificates
10.75%* Interest on 31/2 Year Certificates
10.25%* Interest on 21/2 Year Certificates

444g

An

FREE' from

LI NCOLN

Just
moved in?
I can help
you out.
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MURRAY ST (57)
Sleets 4-11 5-6 13, Talley 4-10 0-1 6,

MHS presses Trigg into submission
By MIKE PRUSINSKI
Sports Writer
With the help of a
trapping, fullcourt
press, the Murray High
Tigers forced Trigg
County to surrender
during the Tigers 90-54
non -district win
Monday.
The contest, which
was a makeup game
from Dec. 20, was only
close in the first eight
minutes as the Wildcats
jumped out to a 12-5
lead.

Trigg County 34-24 in
front of a small but happy group of Tiger
supporters.
The game basically
ended for the Wildcats
early in the second half
as Murray High used
the press to perfeCtion
causing numerous
Wildcat turnovers and
scoring 23 straight
points before the
visitors could get their
first points of the second
half.
With the score 68-31
Murray High was still
However, as he did running its press even
Friday night against though Trigg County
Mayfield, Tiger head head coach Ray Magcoach Cary Miller put in gard was out in front of
guards Mark West and the Murray High bench
Roger Dunn to run the waving a white towel
press. In the next three and asking Miller to call
minutes, the Tigers it off.
reeled off 14
"It was one of those
unanswered points to unfortunate things that
take command of the happen:" said Miller.
game.
"We had no intention of
Murray High went in- running the press that
to halftime leading long, except that our

Stewart 4-4 3-5 11. Youngblood 1-1 2-2
4, 1)liv13 0-0 2-22. V Martin 2-5 125
Jones 2-6 0-0 4. Lahm 4-6 1-4 10,
Holland 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 21-43 15-22
57
YOUNGSTOWN ST (59)
Cherry 4-10 0-0 8, Robbins 0-5 1.2 1.
Ttmko 1-5 0-I 2 Rohlneon e.113 4-5 20.
Keshock 0-1 1-21. S. Martin 3-8 0-1 6.
Fulcher 1-2 0-0 2. Williams 5-14 0-1 10,
Turuitall 4-15 1.1 9 Totals 36-75 7-16
59
Halfttme—Murray St
34.
Youngstown Si
30
Fouled
out—None Rebounds—Murray St
35 Lahm 6). Youngstown St. 49
ITunstall 131 Assists—Murray St. 21
1Sleets 5
Youngstown St. 14
T1mko 5( Total louts —Murray St
22
Youngstown St
27.
Technical'— Youngstown St Coach
Rice A —5.106

EKU upsets
MTSU, 63-58
RICHMOND. Ky.
(AP — Junior center
Phil Hill scored 14
points and led rebounding with 10 to pace
Eastern Kentucky to a
63-58 Ohio Valley Conference college basketball.victory over Middle
Tennessee on Saturday.
The win boosted the
Colonels' OVC record to
1-1 and 4-8 overall. The
Middle Tennessee Blue
Raiders dropped to 1-2
in the conference and 7-6
overall.
Hill's tipin with 8:43
remaining in the game
put Eastern Kentucky
ahead for good at 44-43'
after nine niinutes of
backitnd-forth scoring
by both teams.
Also in double figures
for Eastern Kentucky
were freshman guard
Tony Parris with 12
points and sophomore
guard John DeCamillis
with 11.
Senior forward Doug
Lipscomb had the
game-high 21 points for
Middle Tennessee, and
junior forward Russell
Smith added 15 points.

lakers, Tornado split doubleheader

TWO FOR TOMMY Tommy Wagner (24) clears a
Trigg County defender with this shot, good for two
points during Murray High's 90-54 victory Saturday.
Wagner was one of four double-figure scorers for the
Tigers.
Staff photo by Mike Prusinski

By DAVID TUCK
Sports Writer
To borrow from
Charles Dickens' Tale of
Two Cities, Friday
night's Calloway
County -Paducah
Tilghman basketball
doubleheader was, for
Laker fans, the best of
times, and it was the
worst of times.
In the first game of
the evening, the Lady
Lakers had no trouble
with the Tilghman girls
as they handed the
visitors a 66-41
thrashing.
The Laker boys, on
the other hand, weren't
as fortunate.
Paducah Tilghman,

Mancini topples Chacon: Boom, Boom, Boom
tion lightweight title.
"We're talking about
at least 10 opponents, a
dozen promoters," Wolf
said.
One opponent Mancini
would like to have is
World Boxing Council
super featherweight
champion Hector
"Macho" Camacho,
who watched the fight
from Anchorage,
Alaska.
Against Chacon, a
fellow brawler who had
Camacho's super
featherweight title
before it was stripped
from him by the WBC,
the strategy was simple
— get on top of turn and
use Mancini's sliperior

Corn-Austin Will Be Closed
TUESDAY, JAN. 17th
To Prepare For
FINAL MARKDOWNS
SALE STARTS WED., JAN. 18th
At 9:00 A.M.

31 •

younger players needed Friday night I thought
to get some work at it." we might be flat but the
Maggard had no hard kids proved me wrong
feelings toward Millers' and I'm proud of them."
Murray now 4-6 on the
philosophy except that it
didn't do much for his year will travel to
players spirits.
Henry County, Tenn.,
— That press just Tuesday night for
didn't allow us to do another non-district
anything at all," said match-up. All four Tiger
Maggard. "I thought wins have come at home
that in the last quarter and that has Miller a lit(Miller) would give us a tle concbrned.
chance to do some stuff
"We need to improve
with our younger kids our play on the road. It's
but it came only after nice to be undefeated at
they really had the home but if we are going
score run up."
to meet our goals we
The Tigers placed will need to put the
four players in double same effort into the
figures including Jay road games."
Wells, who had a game
at Murray High
high 23 points, Roger
MURRAY 1901 — Steve Rutledge 2
Dunn with 17, Tommy 1-2 5, West 2 1-1 5, Dunn 4 9-13 17,
Wagner with 13 and Stan Boggess 2 0-4 4, Parks 2 5-9 9.
Wagner 6 1-2 13; Stan Rutledge 44-6
Rutledge with 12. Elliott 12: Skinner 1 0-2 2: Wells 9 5-6 23
Totals
32 26-45 90.
Vinson managed 14 for
TRIGG CO (54) — Vinson 6 2-2 14.
the Wildcats.
Stevens 4 1-19. Boyd 2 1-25. Whar"This was an impor- ton 1 4-46. Grubbs 22-2 6: Baker 30-0
6. Taylor 2 0-0 4. Aeree 1 0-0 2.
tant win for us," added Toraln 10-I 2 Totals 22 10-1254
Halftime — MHS 34, TC 24
Miller. "Coming off the
Records — MRS 4-6. 'erigg Co 3-9
win against Mayfield

Lady Lakers win, Lakers lose

Camacho may be next in line

RENO, Nev. (AP) —
Ray "Boom Boom"
Mancini, whose trainer
talked about red dogs
and blitzs against Bobby
Chacon, will vacation at
the Super Bowl later
this week while his
manager scouts future
opponents for a fighter
who has become a very
hot commodity.
Mancini pocketed
$1.35 million for stopping Chacon in the third
round Saturday night,
and manager Dave Wolf
indicated after the bout
that there was no shortage of fighters or promoters for Mancini's
next defense of his
World Boxing Associa-_

Ledger & Times

Tigers win second straight

Cherry stickback
sinks Racer hopes
of first OVC win
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio
1AP — Kevin Cherry
hit a 10-foot shot off a rebound as the buzzer
sounded Saturday night
to give Youngstown
State a 59-57 victory
over Murray State in an
Ohio Valley Conference
college basketball
game.
Murray State led
throughout much of the
g,ame,but
Youngstown's Troy
Williams sank a short
jumper to tie it at 57-57
with just over two
minutes to play.
The Penguins then
stole the ball and stalled
for 1:57 before Williams
tried a 12-foot shot that
bounced off. Cherry,
however, grabbed the
rebound and put up a
shot that bounced twice
on the rim before falling
through the hoop as
time expired.
Youngstown State,
10-3 overall and 3-0 in
OVC, was led by 20
points from Ray Robinson and 10 from
William -s. Ricky
Tunstall contributed
nine points and 13
rebounds.
Murray State, which
fell to 7-5 on the season
and 0-2 in the league, got
13 points from Lamont
Sleets. Brian Stewart
collected 11 points and
Mike Lahm had 10.
, The Racers, who have
won only one of six road
games this season,
return home to face
Eastern Kentucky
Thursday and
Morehead State
'Saturday.

Murraythe

strength to beat him
down.
"The only way we
were going to beat this
guy was to go out and
red dog and blitz him,"
said Mancini's trainer,
Murphy Griffith.
It worked perfectly as
Mancini, after boxing
with Chacon for about
the first minute of the
first round, began applying the pressure to
his 3 2 -year-old
opponent.
Mancini had Chacon
on the ropes much of the
second round, throwing
punches in rapid succession. Not all found their
mark, but those that did
wobbled Chacon.
The third round began
much the same way
and, with blood dripping

in Chacon's left eye and
Mancini relentlessly
landing shots to his head
against the ropes,
referee Richard Steele
moved in to stop the
fight at 1:17 of the third
round.
- "Bobby's eye was
chopped up, I think his
own corner might have
even stopped--it," said
Mancini. "The blood
was dripping in his
eye."
The pro-Chacon
crowd of 11,104 at the
University of NevadaReno campus reacted to
the decision to stop the
fight by showering the
ring with cups of beer.
But the challenger offered little protest. His
left eye was swollen
shut and he had cuts

above a below it.
His $550,000 was the
biggest payday ever for
Chacon, a former twotime champion who has
won 52 of 60 professional
fights in a 10-year
career.
Mancini, whose 14th.
round knockout loss to
then-lightweight champion Alexis Arguello is
the only defeat in his
30-bout professional
career, said he hoped
the impressive showing
against Chacon would
silence some of his
critics.
"I think I'm becoming
more and more of a
complete fighter," he
said. "There's a lot of
guys who say I'm ducking them and can't beat
them."

the state's top-ranked
boys team, overcame a
slow first half to trounce
the Lakers 86-61.
Varsity Girls
In the girls game, the
Lady Lakers had ten
players to score in a
game that saw Calloway
County take a commanding 20-point lead at intermission. Besides being a confidence builder, the easy win affirmed what Lady
Laker coach John .Orr
knew his team was
capable of doing.
"Tonight, we did what
I thought we could do all
year, and I'm pleased
with what we did," Orr
said.
"This is the best I've
seen our kids do in ge/D
ting the ball down the
floor, and I was
especially pleased with
the job Traci Eldredge
did for us coming in off
the bench. She's worked
hard all week in practice and she's really
done the job for us."
Besides notching their
third straight win, the
Lady Lakers also
celebrated the home
victory by wearing their
new home uniforms for
the first time.
Varsity Boys
It was the second time
In as many outings that
Tilghman had to play
without the services of
standout center Sam
Arterburn, who had injured an ankle earlier in
the week.
But Tilghman had five
players scoring in double figures to help offset
the temporary' loss of
Arterburn.
Despite the game's
(Continued on Page 9)

NEW LOOK Calloway's Sherri Gallimore looks for
a free throw here, while showing 9ff her team's new,
UnifOrMS, worn for the first time during Saturday's
home victory, 66-41, over Paducah Tilghman.
Staff photo by David Tuck

Super Bowl clash measured by two 65s: Marvin and Butz
EL SEGUNDO, Calif.
(AP) — Mickey Marvin
and Dave Butz are going
to see a lot of each other
in Super Bowl XVIII.
Marvin is looking forward to the gettogether.

"I'm going to see No.
65 lined up in my face,
and he's going to see No.
65 lined up in his face,"
said Marvin, an offensive guard for the Lod:
Angeles Raiders. "I
know he's not going to

Don't let a freeze put a squeeze
on your budget
Jack Frost nipping at your nose is all well and
good but when he takes a bite out of your budget,
it's time to fight back. You can cut your heating
costs without sacrificing comfort. M it takes is
adequate insulation and other weatherization
measures to keep the cold out and the warm in
For added savings and comfort, set your
thermostat at 68 degrees and dress warmly This
winter, there's no reason for freezin'.

West Kentucky
Rural Electric
Coop. Corp.
753-5012

trick me and I'm not going to trick him."
Marvin believes that
Butz, the 6-foot-7,
295-pound defensive
tackle of the
Washington Redskins
who will play across
from him in next Sunday's Super Bowl at
Tampa, Fla., is one of

the National Football
League's finest at his
position.
"Dave ,is a great football player, I think he's
one of the three best
defensive tackles in the
league along with Randy White (of Dallas)and
Doug English (of
Detroit),"'-ettid Marvin,

"I know every bolt and beam.
Block knows every deduction
and credit."
''There's no room for mistakes when
.t comes to my taxes. That's why 1 go
w MLR Block. They really stand
behind their work. And they're around
all year if! need them.So when it comes
to taking care of my taxes, I take them
to HEaR Block."

ELECTRICITY.

- Getthe most

for your money.
The people who bring you electricity
4111MIIMIIIMMIN1119).

Speaking of the upsa 6-4, 270-pounder. "I
like to play against peo- and-downs experienced
ple like him.
by the offensive line this
"It's going_to be a season, Marvin said:
great challenge. He's a "We take the burden on
throwback to the old our shoulders as a
days, just line up and group. I think that's
get after it. I think I'm what separates the
Raiders from the rest of
that way, too."
the league."
Marvin believes that
"I feel like each week
the Redskins are going our offensiye
line has
to see a much different
gotten better, both inRaiders' team from the dividually
and as a
one that blew a 35-20 unit," he
added."I think
fourth-quarter lead in that's evidenced
by the
dropping a 37-35 deci- way we
played against
sion at Washington Oct.
Pittsburgh and
2.
Seattle."
"We gave up some
sacks and had some turAfter allowing 55
novers in that game," sacks in their 16
said the seven-year regular-season games,
NFL veteran from the the Raiders gave up onUniversity of Ten- ly three in beating the
nessee. "We're going to Steelers 38-10 and the
change that.Seahawks 30-14 in the
playoffs.
"We (the Los Angeles
'We're going to set
offensive line) always the tone
for the Super
had confidence in
Bowl," said Marvin,
ourselves and con- speaking
of the offen_fidence in Clich Wier; as sive- Hits. "I'm- looking
a group, we never lost forward
to it, to.say the
confidence. It took time
least.
for us to feel comfortable together. You
"Our goal was not just
have to have a cohesive to get to the Super Bowl,
it's to win it."
• unit."

\
Pe_opleA9 Ichigy H&R
their business go to

BLOCK

903 Arcadia
rhombi 753-9204
Open 9 e.m.4 p.a. Weekdays.9 a.m.-5 p.at. Set.

WI
the
wan
said
gam

shat
to]

BiNat.st9k.wl
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North Carolina still unbeaten

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

Valvano at a loss over how to stop losing
By DICK JOYCE
AP Sports Writer
After suffering five
straight losses, Coach
Jim Valvano of defending champion North
Carolina State, isn't
thinking miracles this
college basketball
season.
'We knew we were going to have problems,'
Valvano said after the
visiting Wolfpack lost
an Atlantic Coast Conference game 56-47 Sunday to Georgia Tech,
"and the question
marks in October are
now full-fledged
problems."
N.C. State, which lost
three starters from last
season's team, now has
a 10-7 record, 0-5 in the
ACC. Of course, the
Wolfpack was 9-7 last
season before going on a
surge which included
the ACC tournament title and its upset of topranked Houston in the
NCAA final.
"The more you lose,
the tougher it is to win,"
Valvano said. "The
more you win, the
tougher it is to lose.
"We are all in
Carolina's conference,"
the N.C. State coach
said. "but we are not in
their league."
Top-ranked North
Carolina boosted its
record to 12-0 with a
70-62 triumph over No.
12 Wake Forest in an
ACC game Saturday,

Top 20 Results
Top Twenty Fared
10 St John'• (11.21 beat ConnecHow the Top Twenty teams in the ticut 68-66, lost to Boston
College
Associated Press 11483.84 college 69-67
basketball poll fared in the week
11 Louisiana State (9-3) lost to
just ended
Tennessee 7069; beat Mississippi
1 North Carolina 112-0) beat 93-70.
Maryland 74-62. beat Wake Forest
12 Wake Forest
11-2) beat
70-62
WillIam & Mary 80-53. lost to North
2 Kentucky 112-1) beat Alabama Carolina 70-62
76-66. beat Mississippi State 51-42,
13 Fresno State (12-3) beat
lost to Auburn 82-63
Cal -Santa Barbara 69-31, lost to
3 DePaul (13-0) beat St Mary's Fullerton State, 53-51
Cal
76.74
beat Alabama 14 Nevada Las Vegas 114-11 beat
Birmingham 68.63
Cal.-Irvine 83-68, beat San Jolt*
4 Georgetown 118-2 beat Mon- State 106-77, beat Utah State
93-88
mouth. N J 74-54, lost to Villanova
15 Georgia 110-3) beat Mississip65-63, 20T
pi 70-51. lost to Alabama 65-60
5 Maryland 111-2 ) lost to North
16 Oregon State (9-2) beat
Carolina 74-62; beat Duke 81-75
Southern California 51-45
6 UCLA 110-2) beat Stanford
17 Oklahoma 113-2; lost to Iowa
71-66, lost to Oregon 62-51
State 74-68. beat Nicholls State
7 Houston (16-2) beat Texas 107-51
69-58, beat Texas Tech 88-66, beat
18 Boston College 111-31 lost to
Texas A&M 70-64
Providence 63-62, beat St. John's
8 Texas-El Paso (14-0) beat San 6967
Diego State 75-59, beat Hawaii
19 Memphis State (11-3) beat
74-54
Southern Mississippi 52-47
9. Illinois (12.2) lost to Indiana
20 Tulsa (15-0) beat Oral Roberts
73-68. OT, beat Ohlo State 56-53.
84-78, beat West Texas State 99-93

while four members of
the nation's Top Twenty
lost. Sixth -ranked
UCLA, No. 10 St. John's
and No. 15 Georgia were
beaten on Saturday
while No. 13 Fresno
State lost on Sunday.
Mark Price and John
Salley each scored 11
points to pace Georgia
Tech to its ninth victory
in its last 10 games.
Salley's six points during a 14-2 spurt early in
the second half gave the
Yellow Jackets a 38-22
lead en route to making
their record 10-2 overall
and 2-1 in the ACC.
"We are a young team
and there was a lot of
pre.qure on us to win,"

said Georgia Tech
coach Bobby Cremins,
who was pleased that
this team bounced back
after having its eightgame winning streak
broken by Clemson last
week.
Ernie Myers led N.C.
State with 11 points and
Lorenzo Charles had 10.
44egon staged a major upset Saturday, tripping No. 6 UCLA, 62-51;
No. 18 Boston College
downed St. John's 69-67,
Alabama stopped
Georgia 65-60 and
Fullerton State beat,
Fresno State 53-51.
In other. Saturday
games, involving ranked teams, No. 3 DePaul
kept its record perfect

with a 98-83 victory over
Alabarrkti-Birmingham,
No. 5 Maryland
defeated Duke 81-75,
Houston beat Texas
A&M 70-64, No. 8 TexasEl Paso ripped Hawaii
74-54, No. 9 Illinois edged Ohio State 55-53, No.
11 Louisiana State
routed Mississippi 93-70,
No. 14 Nevada-Las
Vegas beat Utah 93-88,
No. 16 Oregon State
downed Southern
California 51-45, No. 17
Oklahoma stomped
Nicholls State 107-51,
No. 19 Memphis State
downed Southern
Mississippi 52-47 and
No. 20 Tulsa got by West
Texas State 99-93.
At Greensboro, N.C.,
Sam Perkins scored 17
points in leading North
Carolina past Wake
Forest, 11-2, which got
19 points from Kenny
Green. The Tar Heels
hit five of their last eight
foul shots to clinch it
after the Deacons pulled
to within 63-61 with 1:29
remaining.
DePaul, 13-0, got 25
points from Tyrone Corbin against AlabamaBirmingham as the Blue
Demons raised their
homecourt record to
99-3 since the late 1970s.
At Durham, N.C., Len
Bias scored 17 points in
leading Maryland, 11-2,
over Duke in an ACC
contest. Reserve David
Henderson led Duke
with 19 points.
Oregon had lost 12

Lakers
lop-sided final score, the
Lakers trailed by only
six points at halftime,
due partly to hot-handed
Laker Brad Skinner's 17
first-half points.
Calloway's hopes for
an upset began to crumble in the third quarter
when Todd Albritton
was called for charging.
His vehement protest
drew a technical foul,
and Tilghman's Terry
Shumpert hit three free
throws. Then Tilghman
scored on its next
possession when Myron
Davis connected with a
jump shot to give the
visitors an 11-point lead.
In Laker coach Jack
Pack's estimation, the
technical foul proved to
be Calloway's undoing.
"I'll tell you one thing,
'that technical foul turn-

straight games over
seven years to UCLA
before beating the
Bruins in the Pacific-10
game at Eugene, Ore.
behind 7-foot junior
Blair Rasmussen's 20
points, 18 in the second
half. It was the Ducks'
eighth victory in 14
games, while UCLA
dropped to 10-2.
Houston brought its
record to 16-2 as Akeem
Olajuwon scored 27
points, grabbed 13 rebounds and blocked 10
shots against host Texas
A&M. The Cougars now
have won 29 consecutive
Southwest Conference
games.
Texas El Paso, 15-0,
whipped visiting Hawaii
in a Western Athletic
Conference game
behind Kent Lockhart's
14 points. Kevin
Hamilton added 12
points and 10 rebounds
for the Miners.
In a Big Ten Conference game at Columbus, Ohio, Bruce
Douglas and Efram
Winters scored 12 points
apiece as Illinois, 12-2,
dealt Ohio State its
fourth straight setback.
Michael Adams made
eight free throws in a
row, including the
deciding points, to lead
Boston College, 11-3, to
its Big East Conference
triumph at Newton,
Mass. Chris Mullin
scored 25 for St. John's,
11-2.

(Continued from Pg.8)
ed the game around. It
was a five-point play,"
Pack said.
Tilghman's lofty
ratings didn't intimidate the Lakers,
Pack noted.
"Our kids didn't
freeze up. All you can
ask of a team is to give a
good effort, and the kids
gave it tonight," Pack
said.
Vanity Girls
CALLO WAY 106) - Tress 5 0-0 10.
Malcolm 6 2-4 14; Gallirnore 1 2-24.
Full 7 0-3 14, Osmus0 2-2 2. Anderson
0 2.2 2, Lamb 0 2-4 2. Eldredge 2 0-1
4. Darnell 2 0-1 4; Grimes 1 0-0 2
Totals 27 12-22 66
TILGHMAN (41) - Tolbert 5 0-3
10. Johnson 2 1-2 5, Copper 1 0-02.
Copelarid 7 4-7 18, Lowery 3 0-5 6
Totals 18 5-18 41.
Varsity Boys
CALLOWAY 61)- Albritton 4 0-0
8. Johnson 7 3-6 14. Potts 2 2.2 6.
Skinner 11 8-1030 Totals 24 13.1863
TILGHMAN 186) - Bacon 0 2-2 2.
Brown, M 2 0-0 1, Davis 8 0-0 16,
Deshler 6 0-2 12. Miller 6 0-1 12,
Overstreet 6 5-6 17, Shumpert 6 7-7
19, Smith 0 4-4 4 Totals 34 18-21 86

Gossage contract worth
more than $9.9 million

NO SHOT Calloway County defenders Jamie Johnson (40)and Sam Taylor (14)
stop Paducah Tilghman's Terry Shumpert on this shot while Brad Skinner (42)
looks on. The Lakers stopped Shumpert here, but the Tornado turned loose
elsewhere and won Saturday's game at CCHS, 86-61.
Staff photo by David Tuck

CCMS basketball games moved
Because of water
damage to the Calloway
County Middle School
basketball gym floor, all
CCMS games will be
played at North
Elementary School, according to Calloway
Athletic Director Jim
Nix.
Water damage caused
the floor to buckle and
warp over the weekend,
said Nix, and tonight's
games with South Marshall have been moved
to North Elementary

but will still bv played at
6:30 p.m.
Nix said he was not
sure how long it will
take to fix the floor.
Water pipes in the gym
ceiling froze and broke
several weeks ago, but
the recent damage to
the floor is more of a
delayed action caused
br the same problem,
Nix said.
Nix also announced a
couple of changes in the
high school's freshman
basketball schedule
Tonight's freshman and

junior varsity games
against Mayfield have
been moved to Monday,
Jan. 23. Also, Tuesday
the Laker freshman
boys will play two
games hosting Christian
County beginning at
2:30 p.m.

NEW YORK (AP) —
Rich Gossage's free
agent contract, signed
last week with the San
Diego Padres, will pay
the relief pitcher a
minimum of $9.955
million guaranteed over
the next five years.
The contract was filed
Friday and details were
circulated by telex to all
26 major league clubs
Saturday.
Under terms of the
deal negotiated by
Gossage's agent, Jerry
Kapstein, the reliever's
salary will be $875,000
for 1984, $650,000 for
1985, $800,000 in 1986 and
then $1 million a year in
1987 and 1988. That
comes to $4,325,000 for
the next five years. In
1989, he will receive
either $1.5 million if the
Padres exercise their
option for the sixth year,
or a $300,000 buyout
from the club.
In addition, the contract calls for $5,330,000
in deferred money
payable at the rate of
$240,000 a year frorn
1990 through 2006 and
then $125,000 a year
from 2007 through 2016.
That brings the total
guaranteed to $9,955,000
for five years or
$11,155,000 if the Padres
pick up the sixth year.
The lower salary
figure in 1985 is in anticipation of a possible

Watch for our Ad
on the back page of
Wednesday's Paper for
OUR GIGANTIC SALE

players' strike that
year.
The contract also includes an $850,000 loan
and makes Gossage the
highest paid pitcher in
baseball, topping the
five-year, $6 million
deal recently signed by
Cincinnati's Mario Soto
and the $1.1 million
earned annUally by
Steve Carlton and Nolan
Ryan.
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College Basketball Results
College Basketball
Saturday's Scones
EAST
Alcorn St. 70. Dist of Columbia 49
Boston Coll 139, St John's 67
Buckriell 63, American 44
Columbia 43, Cornell 40
Connecticut 76, Seton Hall 68
Drexel Oil, Towson St 57
Fordham 81 Fairfield 72
tons 77, Army 63
La Salle 64, St. Peter's 57
Lafayette 63. Colgate 56
Loyola, Md 71. Long Island t! 63
Maine 82. Brooklyn 86
Marshall 91, Tenn -Chattanooga
89
Massachusetts It. West Virginia
60
Md -Eastern Shore 66, 5
Carolina St 62
New Hampshire 66, Niagara 51
North Carolina AkT 88. Delaware
St 73
Penn St 83, Rutgers 80, OT
Pittsburgh 75, Duquesne 69
Robert Morrie 60. Fairleigh
Dickinson 58
St. Francis, Pa 94, Wagner 80
St. Joseph's, Pa 86. Penn
sylvania 66
Syracuse 70, Providence 62
Temple 83. George WashLngton 75
Vermont 63, Boston LI 59
SOUTH
Alabama 65, Georgia 80
appetachtan st. 74. VAtI 54
Citadel 75, E. Tennessee St 62
Clemson 71. Baptist 59
E Kentucky 63. Middle Term 58
Florida A&M 85, Bethune.
Cookman 78
Florida St. 71, Cincinnati 57
Furman 57. Davidson 48
Houston Bapt 56, Centenary 37
James Madison 65, Navy 59
Louisiana St. 93, Mississippi 70
Louisiana Tech 79, NE L,oulalana
63
Louisville 83, Virginia Tech 79 Crr
Marquette 74, S Carolina 69
Maryland 81, Duke 75
Memphis St 52, S Mississippi 47
Mississippi St 63 Tennessee 56,
01'
N Carolina 70, Wake Forest 62
N. Kentucky 66, Tennessee St 64
N C.-Wilmington 54, Utica 51
New Orleans 58, Stetson 56
NW Louisiana 75, Hardin.
Simmons 55
Old Dominion 88, S Alabama 75
S Florida 80, Montclair St . N J
64
Southern 70 Grambling St 63

SW Louisiana 96, McNeeee St ea
Texas Southern 71. Jackson St 60
W Kentucky 47, N C Charlotte 45
William & Mary 64, E Carolina
48
MIDWEST
Akron 60. Austin Peay 57
Bowling Green 93, Ball St 75
Bradley 67. W Illinois 50
Butler 74, Evansville 56
DePaul 68. Ala -Birmingham 63
E Illinois 58, Valparaiso 52
E Michigan 52, Kent St 43
George Mason 64. Northwestern
62
Illinois 55, Ohio St 53
Illinois St 67, Drake 52
Indiana St 61. Creighton 60
Iowa St 76, Iowa 72. 20T
Kansas 53. Colorado 48
Kansas St 59, S Colorado 44
Mtami, Ohio 51, Ohio L' 38
Minnesota 69, Michigan St 61
Missouri 56, Dayton 51 OT
N Iowa 81, Ill.-Chicago 79
Nebraska 106. E Washington 71
Purdue 74. Indiana 66
Toledo 85, N Illinois 73
W Michigan 60, Cent Michigan
59
Wisconsin 71, Michigan 64
Win -Green Bay 74. SW Missouri
70
Youngstown St 59, Murray St 57
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 70, Texas Christian 62
Houston 70, Texas A&M 64
Lamar 88, Arkansas St 53
Oklahoma 107, Nicholls St 51
Oklahoma St
106, TexasArlington 99
Pan American 73, Texas
Lutheran 64
Rice 69, Texas 49
So Methodist 89, Baylor 70
Texas-El Paso 74, Hawaii 54
Texas-San Antonio 64, N Texas
St. 57
Tulsa 99. W. Texas St 93
FAR WEST
Boise St. 64, Montana St. 58
Brigham Young 113. Utah 106. 2
01'
Cal.-Irvine 77, Sail Jose St 72
Idaho St. 69. Nev -Reno 130
Montana 72, Idaho 53
Nev -Las Vegas 93, Utah St 88
New Mexico St 71, Long Beach
St. 64
Oregon 62. UCLA 51
Oregon St 51, So. California 48
Portland 74, Puget Sound ap
San Diego St 74. New Mexico 68
Washington 57, Arizona St 53
Washington St 51, Arizona 19

High School Basketball
Saturday's Games
Boys
Allen Co 79, Glasgow 36
Anderson Co.,65, Western Anderson 52
Bath Co 80, Maysville St. Patrick
50
Breckinridge Co. 61. Warren Central 54
Casey Co 56, Burgin 51
Christian Co 65, Edmonson Co
64
Clay Co 96. Lynn Camp 64
Covington Lattn 57, St. Rita's
( Ohio ) 43
Elizabethtown 81, E Hardin 63
Elkhorn City 57, Feds Creek 51
Erlanger Lloyd 54, Erlanger St.
Henry 47 OT
Graceland Christian I Ind ) 74,
Oneida 61
Hazard 80, Cordia 54
Jackson City 45, Maysville 42
Johnson Central 82, Belfry 55
Laurel Co 73, Boyle Co 67
Lee Co 48. Breathitt Co. 38
Letcher 58, Jenkins 51
Lewis Co. 90. Menifee Co. 74
Lax. Sayre 66, Williamstown 49
Lincoln Co 51. Garrard Co 50
Lou. Doss 60, Lax Bryan Station
48
Lou. Iroquois 441, Shelby Co. 42
Lou. Ninth k 060, Victory Christian 47
Lou. St Xavier 58, Lou. Butler 42
Lou. Trinity 59, Bishop David 48
Lou. Valley 102. Ninth k 0 40
Ludlow 84, Simon Kenton 56
Meade Co. 74, Fort Knox 67

Montgomery Co. 57, M.C. Napier
56
Muhlenberg Central 86, Greenville 78
Murray 90. Trigg Co 54
New Covenant Academy 94, Lou
Micah 51
Newport 96, Bellevue 54
Parts 58, Nicholas Co 56 OT
Pulaski Co. 86, Lou. Atherton 58
Sheldon Clark 72, Bracken Co 60
Spencer Co 65, Carroll Co 58
Warren East 57, Jeffersontown 37
Webster Co 56, Providence 51
Wolfe Co. 63, Knott Central 59
Woodford Co. 71, Scott Co 58

choo-ChooCtassic
Championship
Greenup Co. 57, Estill Co 49
Consolation
Berea 56, Powell Co 49
Girls
Bardstown Bethlehem 57
Frankfort 29
Bullitt East 60, Bullitt Central 41
Estill Co 48, Berea 28
Fort Knox 61, Meade Co 57
Franklin Co. 54, Western Hills 51
Leslie Co 55. Lou Mercy 48
Lax Lafayette 38. Lex. Henry
Clay 30
Lea Sayre 43. Williamstown 38
Lou Valley 77, Lou Ninth k 024
Mentfee Co 43. Lewis Co 39
Metcalfe Co 42. Clinton Co 37
Prestonsburg 57. Dorton 34
Russellville 58, Todd Central 49
Warren Central 54, Breckinridge
Co 42
Webster Co 64, Providence 48
Whltesburg 55, Lou. Atherton 50

NEW YORK (AP) —
John McEnroe defused
Ivan Lendl's power
game Sunday and captured the $400,000 Volvo
Masters tennis championship with a 6-3, 6-4,
6-4 victory.

Pro Golf
Hope Golf Scores,
PALM SPRINGS Calif AP Final scares Sunday in the 8400.000
Bob Hope Desert Golf Classic on
the 6.837-yard. par-72 Bermuda
Dunes Country Club course ix-won
playoff )
x-John Matiffy
66-70.70-68-66-340
66-63-70-86-69-340
Jim Simons
Johnny Miller
67-6D-65-69-72-342
70-67.69-72-66-343
Eleter Jacobean
Curtis Strange
70-70-67-68-68-343
72-71-67-67-67-344
Gary Koch
68-68-74-66-68-344
Tim Norris
89-67-68-68-72-344
Jack Renner
67-68-70-73-68-346
Ronnie Black
68-69-72-68-69-346
Sammy Rchls
73-6867-68-70-346
Mike Reid
66-72-67-67-71-346
Doug Tewell
66-68-67-70-72-346
Lee Elder

College
Football
College FootbaN Bowl Glance
Results of the weekend's bowl
games
Saturday. Jan 14
Senor Bowl
At Mobile, Ala
South 21, North 20
Freedom Bowl
At Atlanta, Ga
Southwestern Athletic Conference 36. Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference 22
Sunday Jan 15
Ricoh Japan Bowl
At Yokohama City Japan
West 26, East 21

753-8355

TOP QUALITY PARTS
mow AT DISCOUNT PRICES

INAPO

NAPA
BRAKE FLUID

LI

BRAKE FLUID

Off 89°
Super heavy brake fluid formulated
for all disc and drum brakes Exceeds federal specifications

THE POWER
BATTERY

NAPA OIL FILTER

Prudential

Pro Tennis

901 S. SYCAMORE

Dependable long-lasting NAPA fan
belts available in sizes to fit all
makes of automobiles Protect yourself against worn belts, and always
carry a spare

We're pleased to announce his appointment as a Prudential,
agent in your community He's Quahfied to
help you with your personal insurance needs
If you don't already
have a Prudential
agent and you want to
talk to someone from
the Rock., why not give
m a call

National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic 041011400
W L Pct
C.8
Boston
m
9
763 Philadelphia
26 11
703
2%
New York
568
21 16
7%
New Jersey
487 10%
19 20
Washington
447 12
17 21
Central Division
betrolt
22 15
595 Milwaukee
21 16
568
Atlanta
20 18
526
2%
Chicago
15 20
429 6
Cleveland
11 26
297 11
Indiana
10 26
278 1114
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Utah
658 25 13
Dallas
579
22 16
3
81,
Kansas! City
16 21
432
Denver
16 22
421
9
San Antonio
410 9%
16 23
Houston
14 25
350 11 14
Pacific D41,166011
Los Angeles
23 14
622
Portland
610
25 16
Seattle
ifi 17
.528
3%
Golden State
4412
18 21
6
Phoenix
17 22
436
7
San Diego
316 11%
12 26
Saturday's Games
Philadelphta 129, Golden State
103
Detroit 132, Cleveland 131. 01'
New York 113, Chicago 111
Houston 109 Kansas City 104
Utah 121, Washington 96
Sunday's Games
Milwaukee 106, Boston 137
Dallas 126, Denver 107
San Antonio 126, Portland 111
Kansas City 109, San Diego 96
New Jersey 140, Indiana 134. OT
Phoenix 110. Washington 101
Seattle 102. Los Angeles, 91

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

FAN BELT::)

Fred Stalls
P.O. Box 249
Murray
753-3763

Pro Basketball

High School Basketball

NAPA BELTS &
HOSE

Introducing
A New Rock Star

753-8355

50%ce-7
-q?
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Off

72 Months
with 505
cranking AMP

4995 \
with exchange

The oil filter with extra quality features that provide an extra margin
qj protection

You won I frnd another battery
like it Less weight More power
Faster starts

Murray Auto Parts Inc.
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Out-of-work man builds.memorial to those killed in Lebanon

OSCEOLA, Ark. (AP)
— With $2,000 and used
bricks, an out-of-work
man who figured he
should "do it myself"
has built what the U.S.
Marines say is the first
memorial to the 241 servicemen killed in the
bombing of Marine
headquarters in
Lebanon.
But that's just part of
Allen Starr's plans for
honoring the men killed
in the Oct. 23 terrorist
attack. In his will, he
said, he has left his en-

tire estate to the servicemen's widows "for
their children's college
education."
"This project came
from my heart and from
a low bank account,"
said the 49-year-old
bachelor, who served
with the Navy in Korea.
Prompted by bulletins
read from church
pulpits, about 500 people
gathered for dedication
rites Sunday afternoon
in a park in this eastern
Arkansas town of 8,371.
In attendance was

Marine Col, R.B.
Johnston, who was the
commanding officer in
Beirut when a suicide
terrorist drove an
explosives-laden truck
into the Marines' headquarters building.
The memorial, a
column-flanked brick
wall 8 feet high and 4
feet wide, bears a
bronze plaque which
reads, "Lest we forget
that peace has a price."
Starr, now
unemployed, said he
threw newspapers from

a truck for the Mehlphis, Tenn., PressScimitar until it folded
last year, then worked
for a while for The
Courier News in nearby
Blytheville, Ark.
Because of his job,
nearly everyone in town
knows him, Starr said,
and the community
responded to his efforts.
Businesses displayed
flags and "every marquee in town said:
'Welcome Marines."
"It looked like a different part of the world

if you came to Osceola
this weekend," he said.
Starr knew none of the
servicemen who died in
Lebanon, but news
reports inspired him to
build the monument, he
said
"I saw it on television
an I said to myself,
'My God, this looks like
another-Pearl Hai bor.' I
thought, I wish someone
would do something
about this. Then I
thought, I'll do it
myself," he said.
A Marine scholarship

foundation in Princeton,
N.J., is compiling
names of the servicemen's children who
would be eligible for aid
for Starr's estate, and
"there are about 25 so
far," he said.
He did not say how
large his estate is, but
said his mother left an
antiques-filled home
valued at $225,000 when
she died six years ago.
Johnston, who is commanding officer of the
8th Marines, 2nd Marine
Division at Camp Le-

jeuene, N.C., said the
memorial was the first
in the country to be
dedicated to the
casualties in Lebanon.
Built in Florida Park
with permission from
the mayor and city
council, the memorial is
surrounded by dwarf
pine trees and other
plants from Starr's
yard. Each column has
a hole for a vase, where
visitors can leave
flowers.
Starr was especially
proud, he said, that
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Marine Col. L.G. Clapp,
one of the speakers at
the ceremony Sunday,
made him an honorary
Marine.
"I'd rather have that
than a handshake from
the president," he said.
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Funeral
Tuesday for
Army pilot

SI

PLAINFIELD, Ill.
(AP) — Visitation services .for Chief Warrant
Officer Jeffry C.
Schwab, an Army pilot
killed by gunfire after
making a forced landing
on the Nicaragua Honduras border, were
scheduled for today.
Schwab, of Plainfield,
was to waked at the
Overman Funeral
Home in this town of
3,000 about 35 miles
southwest of Chicago.
His funeral was scheduled for 11 a.m. Tuesday
at St. Mary Immaculate
Catholic Church here.
Schwab, 27, who was
stationed at Fort Campbell, Ky., died Wednesday after the helicopter
he was flying was forced
down by Nicaraguan
gunfire about 25 to 30
yards inside Honduras
territory. Two Army
engineers also aboard
were unhurt.
Schwab and his crew
in the helicopter were
involved in joint
U.S.-Honduran military
maneuvers dubbed Big
Pine II. The Reagan administration has accused the Nicaraguan
government of funneling arms to leftist guerrillas in El Salvador and
of failing to live up to
promises of early
elections.
Schwab, who joined
the Army in 1980,
graduated from Plainfield High School and attended Southern Illinois
University for two
years. While stationed
at Fort Campbell, he
graduated from EmbryRiddle Aeronautical
University.
During his career,
Schwab received the
Purple Heart Medal and
the Meritorious Service
Medal, both awarded
after his death; the 101st
Aviation 50O -Hour
Accident-Free Safety
Award; an Aviation
Badge; a Good Conduct
Medal; an Army Service Ribbon; and three
badges certifying his expertise in the use of
various armaments.
Schwab's survivors
include his wife, Karen;
two sons, Brandon, 2,
and Jason, 9 months;
his parents, Robert and
Helen; three sisters and
a brother.
Schwab's unit at Fort
Campbell had a private
memorial service
Friday.
Family and friends
have described Schwab
as a man who had found
his niche in the military.
His cousin, Michael
Schwab, said the soldier
talked to him about
some day having a
helicopter charter service in the Joliet area,
"but he just re-enlisted
and I guess he was planning to be a career
officer.
Michael Schwab said
Ms cousin was "kind of
a patriotic guy overall."

•

Airlines
try to
control birds

Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
LIGHTS 10 mg "tar, 08 mg nicotine. LIGHTS 100s 12 mg "tar", 09 mg nicotine.
FILTER 15 mg "tar". 11 mg nicotine, FILTER 100's 16 mg "tar", 1 2 mg nicotine, av per cigarette by FTC method

WASHINGTON (AP)
— U.S. airlines spend
about $20 million a year
to control flocks of birds
that inhabit air space
near airports.
A novel approach to
bird control has been in
effect for the past three
years at Toronto International Airport. When
the control tower sights
a flock of birds, a falcon
or some other bird of
prey is released from
the skies to frighten
them away.
The average
American man works
about 38 years — about
10 years longer than the
average woman
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Grain, soybean production down

Heat brings high tofu prices
WASHINGTON (AP)
- Last year's drought
and withering heat not
only slashed U.S. grain
and soybean production,
it also helped trigger
higher tofu prices in
Japanese
supermarkets.
According to a recent
issue of an Englishlanguage newsletter by
the Japan International
Agricultural Council in
Tokyo, a piece of tofu a soybean curd product
rich in protein - costs
consumers about 47
cents, up 2.3 cents from
last fall.
"Japan depends more
than 90 percent on im-

ports of soybeans from
the United States," the
report said. "Because of
the reduced soybean
production in the U.S.
this summer, tofu
dealers are now buying
soybeans at prices 30 to
40 percent higher than
in June."
For years, Japan has
been the No. 1 single
foreign market for
American farmers and
is expected to remain so
In the foreseeable
future. In the fiscal year
that ended Sept. 30,
Japan accounted for
about $5.89 billion of the
total farm export value
of $34.8 billion.

This year, shipments
to Japan are projected
at around $6.7 billion out
of a total U.S. export
business currently
estimated at $38 billion.
The bulk of U.S. sales
to Japan are raw commodities, including soybeans, wheat and feed
grains. Shipments of
some higher -value
items such as beef and
citrus products are
restricted by strict
quotas or high duties.
But the Japanese consumer is becoming
more food conscious, according to several items
in the council's
newsletter.

Block compares American wheat
farmers to European counterparts

For example, a
survey showed that
By DON KENDALL
Japanese "tend to eat
AP Farm Writer
more beef in winter and
WASHINGTON (AP)
pork in summer while - Agriculture
there is no marked Secretary John R. Block
seasonal change in their says American wheat
consumption of farmers could produce
chicken," the report yields comparable to
said.
those boasted by European growers if they
But it also noted that received the same high
"the purchase of im- prices found overseas.
ported beef in winter
Specifically, Block
was smaller than in referred to a recent visit
summer largely to Kansas by an English
because the price has farmer who told wheat
been gradually increas- producers they were using since June last year, ing antiquated methods.
driving price-conscious
The subject came up
consumers away from this week in an interit "
view with a group of
European journalists
handled by the U.S. Information Agency. It
was conducted through
satellite communication
with reporters in a
number of European
cities, including LonOverall, 1983 crop pro- don, Rome, Brussels,
duction was rated at on- Paris, The Hague,
ly 87 percent of a 1977 Geneva, Bonn and
base level used for com- Cologne.
parison. The "all crops"
indicator rose to a
record of 118 percent in
1982 before plummeting
last year.
Total food crops,
mainly wheat, were 117
percent of the producWASHINGTON (AP)
tion base year, however.
The wheat crop was - Agriculture Departharvested before the full ment officials say dairy
brunt of the drought was farmers who sign confelt. Even so, the'food tracts to reduce milk
crop index was down marketings over the
from 140 percent in 1982. next 15 months will be
monitored closely to see
that they earn cash
payments from the
government.
Deputy Secretary
Richard E. Lyng
described the program
programs of FmHA, on Tuesday as a
which make up the bulk "complex, difficult-toof the agency's administer" package
business.
that for the first time
In all, counting other pays dairy farmers not
programs such as hous- to produce - a basic
ing, FmHA reported feature of federal crop
$4.04 billion in delin- controls for more than
quencies at the end of half a century.
last fiscal year. That
was down from the high
levels during the year,
which at one time climbed to more than $5.5
billion, the report said.

Last year's corn crop yields more
than expected; still one of worst
WASHINGTON (AP)
- As it turned out, last
year's drought-gnarled
corn crop was slightly
larger than the
Agriculture Department estimated last fall
but still was the skimpiest since 1970 and only
half as big as the record
1982 crop.
The department's
Crop Reporting Board
said Friday that 1983
corn production dropped to 4.2 billion bushels
from 8.36 billion bushels
in 1982 as drought and
the government's

acreage curbs took hold.
But the new estimate
was about 80 million
bushels more than the
4.12 billion bushels that
USDA/indicated in
November.
The 8.36 billion
bushels produced in
1982, incidentally, is a
revised figure, about 40
million bushels less than
USDA had been reporting. The annual repprt
customarily includes
revisions for the
previous harvest.
Drought accounted
for about half the 1983

decrease, with -government programs, mainly
the payment-in-kind
program, accounting
for the remainder. Last
July, with PIK in place
but before the drought
was in full force, the
corn crop was projectec
at 6.2 billion bushels.
Corn yields averaged
only 81.6 bushels per
acre, compared with the
record of 114.5 bushels
set in 1982. Farmers
harvested 51.5 million
acres, the smallest
since 1874, according to
department records.

year or less, while 26.5
percent was carried for
one to two years, 25 percent for two to three(
years, and 36 percent
for three years or
longer.
The "aging" of the
delinquencies was included in an overall
report on FmHA loan
delinquencies for last
fiscal year, which was
made available at the
request of The

Farmers' debts
show first drop
since 1945
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)
- For the first time
since the end of World
War II, the nation's
farmers are less in hock
than they were the year
before, the Agriculture
Department says.
As of Jan. 1, the debts
owed by farmers totaled
$215.1 billion, down 0.6
percent from $216.3
billion owed a year
earlier, a year-end
analysis showed Tuesday. It was the first annual decline since 1945.
One reason was a
sharp drop in debt owed
by farmers to the
government for price
support loans. Harvests
in 1983 were reduced
sharply, meaning a
decline in crop loans
from the department's
Commodity Credit
Corp.
Not counting CCC
loans, farm debt increased 1.9 percent in
1983, compared with 3.7
percent in 1982 and the
double-digit rates of the
1970s, according to a
new agricultural
finance report by
USDA's Economic
Research Service.
Looking ahead, the
report said farm debt
may rise again this year
by 3.1 percent to about
$221.8 billion by next
Jan. 1. •
Department
economists estimate
that farm income proBake it, and the
average potato contains
about 150 calories, or
about 250 l'Alories fewer
thinjhe _average
quarter-a-a -pound
meat portion. But, according to nutritionists,
converting hall a cup of
potatoes to potato chips
increase, the caloric
value about six times.

bably rose somewhat to
a range of $22 billion to
$24 billion in 1983 from
about $22.1 billion in
1982. This year, according to preliminary
forecasts, farm income
could spurt to $29 billion
to $34 billion.
Much of the increase,
however, would be in
the value of inventories
as farmers put millions
of acres back into crop
production that had
been idled in 1983 under
government programs,
including the paymentin-kind venture that
paid farmers in surplus
commodities for idling
acres.
In any case, the new
report said that farmers
nationally had total
assets of $1.068 trillion
as of Jan. 1, up 1.8 percent after declining in
1982 and 1981. Real
estate accounted for all
of the gain, while nonreal assets declined in
value.
•

Associated Press.
The agency, part of
the Agriculture Department, provides about 12
percent of all
agricultural credit and
is sometimes referred to
as the lender of last
resort for farmers who
cannot get credit
elsewhere.
According to the
report, the $3.8 billion in
delinquent accounts involved only the farmer

5

yields "if wheat in the
United States was worth
as much as it is in
Europe."
Farmers are smart
and efficient in the
United States as well as
Europe, he said, and
they will "raise for a
market if it's an attactive one."

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES,INC.

Has A Price You Can Live With.

"The reason is to cut
production down to size
and then live with lower
price supports, because
high prices encourage
production," Block said.
Block referred to
widely reported
remarks by Oliver
Walton who runs a
3,000-acre farm in Cambridgeshire. Walton told
his Kansas audience
that European farmers
about six or seven years
ago "went through a

Dairy subsidy plan
to be closely watched

FmHA has carried one-third of
delinquent accounts for 3 years
WASHINGTON (AP)
- More than one-third
of the $3.8 billion in
delinquent accounts
handled by the Farmers
Home Administration
has been carried by the
agency for three years
or longer, according to
the latest figures.
As of last Sept. 30, the
end of the 1982-83 fiscal
year, only 12.5 percent
of the delinquency total
was in arrears for one

Much of the interview wheat revolution you
involved the U.S. posi- haven't even thought of
tion on trade, the Com- yet ... you are 10 years
mon Market, export behind me." Walton
subsidies and farm said his 1,200 acres of
programs.
wheat averaged 133
In his explanation of bushels an acre last
the government's new year, compared to 42
dairy program to pay bushels in Kansas
Block said "we could
farmers for cutting
back on milk produc- too" raise the huge
tion, Block said one
feature of the program
involves a reduction in
federal milk price
supports.

Lyng told a meeting of
dairy industry and
government officials
that the department and
the administration are
committed "to do
everything we possibly
can to make this program work" as Congress intended.
"The regulations are
tough, the penalties are
severe, the exceptions
are few," Lyng said.
According to a statement released at the
meeting, retail prices of
dairy products "will
continue to show modest
increases" this year,
with sharper gains expected as the milk supply is reduced.

72 International Pick-Up
V.8 3 Speed P.S.

4.'950"
PRICES SLASHED ON ALL
GMC TRADE-INS

TRUCKS-TRAILERS USES,INC.
3 Miles South
on Hwy. 641
MURRAY, KY.
502-753-1372
p
.

504 Maple St. Murray

753-4461

(Across from the first Methodist Cherc6)

Weekdays 7-5 Saterday 8-3

Southern States

40V19

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

January Specials
GRF9A
9300 BTU
Has A Whisper Quiet
Fan For Faster Warm
Air Circulation
Reg 189 95
Now

15995

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
V/

753-3404

#41Groin
I
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

GR9A
9300 BTU
Compact Heater
With Attractive
Wood Grain Finish.
Has Built-In
Catalytic Air Freshener.
Reg 169 95
Now

139.95

Closeout
Walker Brand Shoes
All Wolverine
Shoes In Stock

20%
YOUR OLD COW...
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1/
/4 Off
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with

Grass Stretcher Feeds

Rabbit - Chicken - Horse - Hog
Cow - Dog -Cat

Starting at '1130" per ton.
Calf Feed 5775 per hundred
20% Hot Mixes *7" per hundred

BUCHANAN FEED
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Murray
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At 83, Charlie Halleck remembers years in Washington
RENSSELAER, Ind.
(AP) - Model
elephants sitting on
tabletops and pictures
of Dwight Eisenhower
hanging on walls are
among memorabilia of
days gone by that fill the
home of Charlie
Halleck.
Sixteen years have
passed since the former
congressman left
Washington to return

home to live out the rest
of his days, but his loyalty to the Republican
Party and the former
president is displayed
for all to see.
At age 83, Halleck retains the keen mind that
served him well in his
days as majority and
minority leader of the
House of Representatives, where he served
34 years - longer

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Pronoun
4 Steeple
9 Cover
12 Lubricate
13 Food fish
14 Macaw
15 Sculptured
likeness
17 Followed
19 Emmets
21 Near
22 Pretense
25 Dawn
goddess
27 Toward
shelter
31 Play on
words
32 Brings into
peril
34 Before
noon
35 Youngster
36 Pedal digit
37 Conjunction
38 Polite
41 Devoured
42 Gaelic
43 Daughters of
the American
Revolution
abbr
44 Walk wearily
45 Hebrew
month
47 Domesticate
49 Type of
shower
53 Upend
57 Paddle
58 Brimless cap
60 Propel
61 Reverence
62 Musical study
63 Be in debt
DOWN
1 Distress call
Strike

3 Guido's high
note •
4 ShiPefs/
5 Feigned
6 Maiden loved
by Zeus
7 Regret
8 Sicilian
volcano
9 Greek letter
10 Native metal
11 Cushion
16 Scottish cap
18 Platform
20 Turf
22 Room
23 Mood
24 Article
26 Soaked
28 French
article
29 Muse of
poetry
30 Ancient
chariot
32 Dine
33 Numbers
abbr

knower to Previews Puzzle
DOM OM MED
EOM GM MOO
MOO EIDU OCUU
MIMEO CIANDUM
DO COMB
UGLIC IJUOIDUCOU
IJUE MENU CCU
DOEICUUDU LUND
631211117 12EI
CIODECID UUMIDUE
MCC MOU MUM
MUG UM MCC
L1US
E3QE]
35 Walk on
39 Pronoun
40 Grain
41 Man's
nickname
44 Vigor:
colloq
46 Ruth or
DicInkson
48 Speck

49 Neckpiece
50 Uncooked
51 Anger
52 Permit
51 In favor of
55 Base
56 Female
sheep
59 Symbol for
ruthenium

WW WWWWW WNW
UMMEM MOM
MEM= MIME=
MEM WM
WWWM
MINIM
MMINIMMMEM
ME MIN MINI WM
MEMEMIIMME MEM
WM= WEE MINIM
WM MIME
WIIMMWM
WEN MEM= MUM
*MN MEM WM

NO, MA'AM, MY REPORT
ISN'T READY..IT FELL
OUT OF MY BINDER...

anyone else in Indiana
history.
The memorabilia
from his days in
Washington, which ended with his retirement
from Congress in 1968,
fill his ranch-style home
in a quiet neighborhood
of this community of
5,000, to whom Charlie
Halleck remains a most
revered son.
Halleck takes
greatest pride in those
dealing with former
President Eisenhower,
who visited Rensselaer
In 1962 to honor Halleck.
An autographed portrait
with a personal
message to Halleck sits
atop his television set.
On his coffee table is a
book, "The Eisenhower
Diaries," with pages
marked that refer to
Halleck.
And there's a picture
on the wall showing
Eisenhower, Halleck
and former Sen. Everett
Dirksen of Illinois, who
with Halleck in 1961 participated in joint SenateHouse leadership conferences, dubbed the
"Ev and Charlie Show."
"I don't want to compare any of them (other
presidents) to
Eisenhower. He. was for
me a breath of fresh
air," said Halleck, who
nominated Eisenhower
for president at the 1956
Republican National
Convention.
"I think of the years I
was there, I got the most
satisfaction out of the
time I was working with
Eisenhower," he said.
"He was a tough
taskmaster. It was a
pleasure to work with
him."
Painful arthritis in his
knees forces Halleck to

THE RINGS WOULDN'T
CLOSE SO I TOOK IT
BACK TO THE DEALER...

use a cane to get president with Dewey
around, but he manages and damned if I didn't
to live alone. He lost his think so, too," he said.
wife in a boating acci- "I was a damned fool.
dent in Colorado years The biggest mistake I
ago, and his son, ever made was believdaughter and nine ing what people told
grandchildren now live me."
on the East Coast.
Halleck has maintainHe loves to fish and ed that if Dewey had
his most recent trip was selected him instead of
an excursion to Wiscon- Gov. Earl Warren of
sin last summer with his California, who later
son.
become chief justice of
"I was a damn good the U.S. Supreme Court,
fisherman and I guess I a Dewey-Halleck ticket
still would be, but I've would have defeated
been holed up by this Harry Truman.
bad wee .r," said
Halleck was elected
Halleck
b •I n g his majority leader after
hand toward Lae foot of Republicans won consnow outside his com- trol of the House in 1946
fortable home - the one and was elected again
on Stewart Drive with after the 1952 election.
an American flag hang- During the Truman ading out front.
ministration, he was coThe arthritis has forc- leader of the powerful
ed him to decline speak- GOP-Dixiecrat coalition
ing invitations and that ran the House and
retire from his law prac- blocked or modified
tice, although his name many of Truman's Fair
is still on the shingle of Deal proposals.
the Halleck and Beaver
Political coups later
law firm. Jim Beaver, elevated Halleck into
his law partner, once the role of House
was a golf caddy for minority leader but also
Halleck in his youth.
resulted in a galling
Halleck believes life defeat.
has been good to him,
In the 1958 election,
although his source of Republicans suffered a
greatest pride - and stunning setback that
greatest frustration - many blamed on
was that his chance to Republican floor leader
be vice president 'Joseph W. Martin of
escaped his grasp.
Massachusetts, and the
"Rensselaer is no big party caucus gave the
metropolis and neither leadership to Halleck.
is Jasper County, and I
Six years later,
got pretty damn close to Halleck got the same
the top," said Halleck, treatment when the
returning in his mind to GOP lost 36 House seats
1948 when he thought he in the 1964 election.
had ironclad assurance Gerald R. Ford of
that he would Ike chosen Michigan was elected
as Thomas E. Dewey's floor leader and Halleck
presidential running lost all leadership
mate.
status.
"A lot of people said I
Halleck views today's
was going to be the vice Congress as different

HE SAID THE RINGS NEEDED
TO I3E REPLACED, AND I4E'0
I-IAVE TO WRITE TO TNE
MANUFACTURER AND IT
WOULD TAKE TWO WEEKS TO GET SPARE PARTS...

1-16

NUMBER
ELEVEN-

7

I LOVE IT
WHEN I GET
A POPSICLE

GOOD GOING,SIR
WAS THE BEST EXCUSE
I'VE EVER I4EARD!

from that of his era.
"I read the papers
and I get a little amused
at some of the goings-on
there in Congress,"
Halleck said. "I was the
majority leader of the
80th Republican Congress. That was the first
time we'd had a
Republican Congress in
a hell of a while.
"Truman was vetoing
everything we were doing...We cut $15 blthn
out of his propos
budget. We didn't yelp
for any help, we just
went ahead and did it.
Now we gotta have the
presidential leadership
to balance the budget.
Well, you wouldn't dare
write it, but in my book
that's just horse----."
, Eisenhower wrote in
his diaries that Halleck
"had a reputation as being a ruthless politician," although he noted
that "I find him not only
considerate and kind
but a real team player."
"Eisenhower said I
was intolerant of
stupidity," Halleck
said. "That's true. I was
a hard driver, no question about it, but when

you're elected leader,
the boys picked you, we
had a helluva job to do
in the Republican 80th
Congress."
When Halleck went to
Washington for his first
term representing the
sprawling 2nd District,
he was the only
Republican from Indiana in Congress.
Charles A. Halleck the A. stands for
Abraham - was born
Aug. 22, 1900, in
DeMotte, Ind. His
parents were both attorneys and his father,
Abraham, was an Indiana state senator.
In the 1918 yearbook
of Rensselaer High
School, Halleck's
boyhood dreams were
recorded: "Charles
Halleck, our editor-inchief, One in whom we
have much believe, Has
hopes and ambitions today, Of becoming president of the U.S.A."
Halleck served in the
military in World War I
and after the war,
graduated from Indiana
University with a
bachelor's degree in
1922 and with a law

degree in 1924, when he
finished first in his
class.
He and his wife, Blanche, were married in
1927 and two years later
gave birth to twins, Patsy and Charles Jr.
In 1924 Halleck was
elected to the first of
five terms as prosecuting attorney of
Jasper-Newton Circuit.
In 1935 he was elected to
the first of 16 consecutive terms as U.S.
representative from the
2nd District.
His style, as even his
friend Eisenhower
acknowledged, was not
to sit back.
"Some people down
there thought I pushed
too hard," Halleck said.
*'(Sometimes) you asked a guy to cast a vote
that may get him beat. I
never asked a guy to
just absolutely murder
himself. I didn't think
anything was quite that
important.
"But I bore down on
them. I think that's conspicuous by its absence
now. I guess you'd call
me aggressive as a

(Continued on Page 14)
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NOTICE OF UNITED STATES MARSHAL'S SALE
By virtue of judgment and order of sale dated November 30, 1983,
directed to me and issued from the Office of the Clerk of the United
States District Court for the Western District of Kentucky, Paducah
Division, in the action of United States of America,Plaintiff v. Glenn
E. Ftoseberry, et al, Defendants, Civil Action No. C83-0078-P(J), on
February 17, 1984, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., at the Calloway County
Courthouse door, Murray, Kentucky, I will sell to the highest and
beat bidder the following real estate:
BEING a part of the Northwest Quaiger of Section 31,
Townships, Range 6, East, and described as follows: Beginning at a point in North line of said quarter Section 44 poles 3
links West of the Northeast-corner of said Quarter; thence in
a Westerly direction with North line of said Quarter 150 feet;
thence Southerly 300 feet; thence in an Easterly direction 150
feet, to a point in the East line of the Odie Falwell Tract of
record in Deed Book 33, P.555; thence Northerly with the East
line of said Odle Falwell tract in Deed Book 33, p. 555 for a
distance of 300 feet to the point of beginning, LESS that part
of said tract, if any, which is incorporated into the reit of way
of the Holland Cemetery Road (RH-1021), which runs along the
North side of the land herein conveyed, the lot 300 feet North
and South by 150 feet East and West being out of the Northeast
corner of the said Odle Falwell tract of record in Deed Book
33, p. 555. (Deed Book W,P. 481 is deed which partitions that
180 poles East and West by an average of approximately,167
poles North and South; said deed also indicates that the agreedupon division of said Quarter Section into East and West
"halves" varied from exact division, the West "half" being
97 acres and the Rapt "half" being 92% acres.)
BEING the same land conveyed to Glenn E. Ftoseberry and
Edith J. Roseberry, husband and wife, by deed dated
November 28,1975, from William P. Folwell et ux., recorded
on microfilm in Book 155, Card 1422, in the office of the Clerk
of Calloway County Court.
The above described real estate is being sold to satisfy a lien in
the amount of $20,434.74, plus accrued interest in the amount of
$2,246.81 as of June 1, 1982, plus additfonal interest accruing at the
daily rate of $3.7531 from June 1, 1982, until date of judgment and
interest thereafter on said judgment at the rate of 9.93 percent per
annum, until paid, plus coats, disbursements and expenses.
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The real estate will be sold to the highest and best bidder at the
place and time above mentioned for cash or upon a credit of 30 days,
with 15% of said purchase price being in cash on the date of sale and
a bond for the balance of said purchase price shall be executed by,
the purchaser with approved surety, made payable to the United
State Marshal for the Western District of Kentucky. The purchaser
of said real estate is given the right to pay in full the amount of the
purchase bond and the interest computed at the rate of 9.93 percent
per annum that has accrued from the date of execution to the date
of full Payment to the United States Marshal. The real estate shall
be sold free and clear of any and all liens and encumbrances, except for any state, county, city or school ad valorem taxes which
may be due and payable or assessed against said property at the
time of sale, and shall be sold free and clear of any right or equity
or redemption. The rights of all parties shall attach to the proceeds
of the sale of the real property in the same manner and with the same
effect as they attach to the property prior to the sale.
RALPH L. BOLING
UNITED STATES MARSHAL
Western District of Kentucky
204 U.S. Courthouse Building
Louisville, Kentucky 40402

THE Goo0 NEWS
IS YOu'RE DUE
Nit -r FOR A RAISE

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The
Following
Estate Fiduciary
Appointments Have

Been Made In The
Calloway District
Court. All Claims
Against
These
Estates Should Be
Filed With The
Fiduciary Within Six
Months Of Date Of
Qualification.
• Selmer
A.
Jackson,
1659
Calloway Ave., Murray, KY Deceased.
Emma B. Jackson,
1695 Calloway Ave.,
Murray, KY Ex---(markt: Ftlehard W.Jones, 105- North
Sixth St., Murray,
KY Attorney.
Hadord L. Cooper,
Rt. 1, Hazel, KY
Deceased. Ted Mor-

ton Cooper, Rt. 1,
Hazel, KY Executor.
Robert0. Miller, 201
South Fifth St., Murray, KY Attorney.
Aaron Burkeen,
Rt. 1, Almo, KY
Deceased. Virginia
Burkeen, Rt. 1,
Almo, KY Executrix. Sid Easley,
204 South Sixth St,
Murray,
KY
Attorney.
Russell V. Neese,
Box 128, Hazel, KY
Deceased. Ewing
Stubblefield, Rt. 2,
Hasel, KY Co• Executor. Ira B.
KY 5;0-liftsuctor
Max W. Parker,
Courthoupe,Murray,
KY Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Cis*

LEGAL NOTICE
r A Final Settlement
Of Accounts Has
Been Filed In The
Calloway District
Court By. James E.
Owen, Executor, Of
The Estate Of Ima
Falwell,
Owen
Deceased. ExcpeMins To This Settlement Must Be Filed
In The Callbway
District Court On Or
Before January 25,
1984, The Date Of
Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE

A Final Setnement
Of Accounts Has
Been Filed in The
Calloway District
Court By Virginia
Ann Grogan, Administratrix,Of The
Estate Of Franklin
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Legal

Notice

2

6

D. Houston, Deceased. Exceptions To
This
Settlement
Must Be Filed In The
Calloway District
Court On Or Before
January 25, 1984,
The
Date
Of
Hearing.
Ann P. Wllson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A Final Settlement
Of Accounts Has
Been Filed In The
Calloway District
Court By Ralph
Robertson,
Administrator, Of The
Estate Of Elbert
Wall
Robertson,
Deceased. Excpetions To This Settlement Must Be Filed
In The Calloway
District Court On Or
Before January 25,
1984, The Date Of
Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
I, Willard Windle, am
no longer responsible
for any debts other than
my own as of 01-13-84.
2

Notice

SHIRLEY DAVIS TAX
SERVICE now taking
appointments. Will
prepare your returns
ANYTIME! Your place
or mine. Or pickup and
delivtr. No extra
charge"- Federal and
Ky. short forms • $12.50
for both. Call 436-5574.

Over stocked on
1:4 and 1:6 10 ft.
redwood lumber.
1:4 27' linear ft.
1:6 43 linear ff.
Good buy while It
lasts.

Help

Wanted

ELECTRONICS
TRAINEES

No experience requked. Will train
with
pay.
17-34-year -old
male high school
diploma grads.
Call toll-free, MonThurs, 8 am-4 pm
1-800-238-5580.

Happy
20th
Birthday
Keith
TAXES filed. Short
Forms $7.50, Itemized
$15.00. Now offering in
home service for shut-ins.
Call Joyce Noel Tax Service at 489-2440 for
appointment.

Income
Tax Service
753-9463

3. Card

of Thanks

Card Of Thanks
I would like to
take this opportunity to thank friends
and neighbors of
the Dexter Community for the gifts
and donations.
The kindness shown
during my recent
tradegy was well
appreciated.
God Bless You
Charles Blalock

6. Help Wanted

care?
Do you have talent in personal
communications?
Would you desire the challenge
of developing interpersonal relationships with patients?
If these questions perk your curiosity
and you would like to explore the potentials they imply, please respond by sending your resume and comments to P.O.
Box 104013, Murray, Ky. 42071.

WANTED LOSERS:
Weight Management Groups
Being Formed
Program manufactured by #1 Nutritional Company.
Approved by Physicians and Listed
in 1983 Physicians Desk Reference.
Contains 100% of Protein,
Vitamins, Minerals, Carbohydrates,
and Fiber.
100% Natural.
Clinically tested by 2 leading U.S.
Diet Institutes.
Economical and Effective.
Groups are motivational, supportive.
InformationarYheetings or personal
consultations ifeing scheduled. No
obligation. No charge for counseling.
WHY WEIGHT?
Call J.K. Ashby Enterprises.
753-6699

needs a full time CPA
or potential CPA.
Own in-house computer and computer
experience would be
helpful.

INDUSTRIAL
NURSE
A major industrial
manufacturer located
in Paris, Tenn. has an
immediate opening
for a fuN time plant industrial nurse. Applicants must have a
RN or LPN certificate
as well as experience
ki processing medical
insurance
and
workers compensation claims. Qualified
applicants may obtain further information
by calling
901-642-1120 Ext.
273 between the
hours of 8 a.m.-3
p.m. Equal Opportunity Employer.
PRESH START! Texas
Refinery Corp. offers
opportunity for high
income PLUS cash
bonuses and fringe benefits in Murray area.
Regarclless of past experience or training,
write H.G. Sears, Pres.,
Box 711, Ft. Worth, TX
76101.
9. Situation

Wanted

FEMALE medical student looking for quiet
room with family for 2
months. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040G,
Murray.

c

OS •••••

•••

Thru

Broeringmeyer
4 miles East Hwy 94
Murray,Ky. 42071

Phone(502)763-2962
Friday Out of State 1-800-82643866
Hours8 A.M.-6 P.M.

. •

Room

34. Houses for Rent
3 Br house. 1639 MIITer
near University 4928225.
5 ROOM office suite.
Located 703 S. 4th St.
next to Black's Decorating Center. See
Carlos Black, Jr. or call
753-0839 or 436-2935.
A COUPLE of young
ladies wants to share a
house. Located near
MSU and downtown
with 1 or 2 other ladies.
Call Rebekah. 759-4172.
SUPER 3 BR brick, 2
bath, central h/a, 1
mile northwest. COLEMAN RE, 753-9898.
37. Liyestock-Supplies
RIDGEWOOD STABLES
Now renting. Stalls or
pasture specs available
Convenient to Campus
and Veterinaran. $20
Month. 753-3010 after
5 p.m.
3 COWS coming with
third calves. 4 cows
coming second calves. 4
heifers coming with
first calf In Feb. 4
heifers not bred, 1 year
old register bulls and
one steer. 700 lbs. All
cows registered Black
Angus. Call 437-4365.
38. Pets-Supplies
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Homes for Sale

FORMAL OR IN
FORMAL... This is a
great entertainment
home. You can get in on
the fun with this four
bedroom, two bath,
story home.. Fenceo
back patio...Truly a
marvelous home for en
tertaining and comforta
ble family living...Let's
see this one today. CEN
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs.
Realtors .753-1192
IMMACULATE CONDI
TION! The result's- of
hours of hard work by the
owners are evident in this
lovely home 3 bedroom, 2
bath. All new carpet, new
drapes and freshly pain
ted inside and out. Nice
patio on back... large
storage area plus 2 car
carport. For your per
sonal tour, call CEN
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors at 753.1492.
JUST Right! This
smaller 3 bedroom
brick home is exactly
right for the smaller
family who wants to
save money. Well in
sulated (will verify low
heat and cooling bills)
Nicely decorated in and
out. Good area 'only
$37,500. Don't wait a
minute --call KOPPERUD REALTY
now!! 753-1222.
LOOKING for a first
home or rental
property? Check this
newly listed two bedroom home in the city
located on a tree shaded
lot. Gas heat adds to the
economy. Priced in the
530's. Call KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.
LOTS of nice features
can be found in the
home at 1614 Belmont.
Three bedrooms, 11
/
2
baths, living room plus
family room, built-in
appliances, carpet,
drapes. New aluminum
storage building. All
this and more for
$46,000. Roberts Realty,
753 1651.
NEW: listing! Three
bedroom brick, large
kitchen/dinette, economical heat pump, 3,4
acre lot--near Coldwater. Only $36,500 an
excellent buy! Call
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.
PASSIVE Solar home,
rustic in lovely Para
dise setting, 3 acres.
Country living only 10
minutes from town.
Three spacious bedrooms, Two full baths,
plush carpeting
throughout. Kitchen
complete with built-in
appliances, lots of
storage. Don't buy anything until) you see this
one. By owner, 753-4501.
THREE bedroom brick
Ranch style home on
acreage in Lynn Grove,
wood burning stove, low
utilities. Call 435-4559
after 5pm
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Used Cars

53 Services Offered

1972 MAVERICK, 6
cylinder automatic,
good transportation,
$750. 753-6505
1972 VOLKSWAGEN
rebuilt
motor, new brakes, tires
and battery. $1,050 or best
offer. Call 753-3010.
1973 CHEVY Impala
Wagon. Asking $700
Call 489-2377.
1976 MONTE Carlo,
nice clean, 1 owner.
Tenn. car, red. 753-3378.
1978 OLDSMOBILE
Cutlass Supreme.
Sharp! Loaded!
759-9358.
1979 BUICK Electra
Limited, 2 dr., loaded
with extras, 1 owner,
bought at Benton, Ky.
See at 701 S. 4th St. Call
753-0839 or 436-2935.
1981 CAMARO, nice.
Call after 6, 753-5884.
1981 CHEVROLET
Chevette, a/c. 4 speed.
23,000 miles. 35 MPG.
excellent condition,
loaded, one owner. 7530211.
1967 CORVAIR. Black,
hardtop. Newly upholstered, new engine
Sharp! Price negotiable. Call 753-7883 afternoons or evenings.

Mini
lw Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rant
753-1402
31

Want to Rent

WANT to lease approximately 14 acres
dark fired tobacco base
Will pay money rent.
435-4238 after 3p m
32

Apts for

Rent

3 ROOM apt. furnished,
electric heat, near University
Also frame
house.' 3 BR, 24 miles
from University. Call
759-1671. Evenings 7536045.
DUPLEX for rent. 2
BR, Bagwell Street. all
appliances. $275.
Available Feb. 1st. Call
753-9240.
Efficiency. 1 or
bedrooms, also sleeping
rooms Zimmerman
Apts
S. 16th St.
753-6600
VERY Private furnished Apartment in
town. Call 753-3964.
ONE and Two bedroom
apartments, near down
town Murray Call 7534109, 762-6660 or 436-2644.
TWO bedroom duplex
now available stove, refrigerator. carpet,. recently ret;,.eorated. Deposit required. couple
prefered. no pets. Call
436-2756.

414
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Services Offered

53

GENERAL HOME • Call today fgir
REPAIR. 15 years exyour beautiful rotor
perience. Carpentry, • setting
in
our
concrete, plumbing, • Studio
•
roofing, sliding. NO
CARTER STUDIO
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates. Days 753- • 100 MAIN 753 82914
6973, nights 474-2276.
INSULATION blown in by
Sears. TVA approved
Save on those high
Aluminum and Vinyl
- heating and cooling
siding and Aluminum
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates.
trim for MI houses It
stops painting

1979 Trans Am,
good condition,
black
wired,
louvers, power windows, t-tops,
cruise,
AM/FM
Cassette Stereo,
rear de-fog, low
mange, 331 motor.
Cal 753-7777

ARC Bassett puppies and
ARC Beagle puppies.
wormed and shots, Call
489-2599.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
ARC registered minia12x60 1972 MOBILE ture Shelties, LHASA,
home with 24 acres, ATSO English Springer
new well. Both for Spaniels, Bassett Hound
FOR SALE
$15,000 or will split up. puppies. 1st shots and
1
981
Cadillac
wormed. Deposit will
436-2714 after 5p.m.
Diesel, white
12x70 BRENTWOOD hold. Also other ARC
with burgandy
Custom Built mobile Breeds for sale. Call
home, completely fur- 489-2495
top, excellent
nished, washer and
Real Estate
condition. 22
dryer, 2 BR, 2 complete 43
baths. Call 901-232-8256
miles per gallon
or inquire at Hickory
plus you'saye $8
Purdom & Thurman
Hill Grocery.
Insurance &
to $10 a tank on
1978 CITATION 14x70
Real Estate
diesel fuel. Oa
mobile home, 3 bedroom. 2 bath. Leaving
Southside Court Sq.
trade, finance
town, must sell. ReMurray, Kentucky
with down payasonable. 759-9620
753-4451
ment or pay off
nights and weekends.
1982 14x70 ENERGY
bank balance.
efficiency trailer, 2 BR,
753-7113
1 bath, fireplace, cenSTROUT
tral hia, appliances.
REALTY
$19,000. Call after 5 for
appointment. 759-1831.
1982 14x70 MOBILE
home, 30x40 ft. shop,
50. Used Trucks
Lou Ann Phlipot 753-6843
lots of extras. Located
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
1957 CHEVROLET
near Hardin. 437-4630.
Joe L. Kennon 436-5676
truck. Red, short wheel
MUST sell 1975 Viking
1912 Coldwater Road
base. Tinted winddouble wide with 14
Murray, Kentucky 42071
shield. Overhauled 6
bath, metal storage
1602) 763-0186
cylinder. 753-9218.
building, central air, all
Anytkne
1977 GMC Short Wheel
kitchen appliances,
JOE L. KENNON
47.Motorcycles
Base. 6 cylinder autowasher and dryer, 1
Broker
month old. Asking $8,
Licensed 8 Bonded
XT-250 Yamaha, 1100 matic, extra sharp
750 or best offer. Call
miles. like new Call 753-6963
753-2900. After 5p.m.
435-4178 after 6:30p.m
53. Services Offered
753-9413.
Northwood
Subd. 4 yrs. old. 48. Auto Services
GUTTERING-My Sears
28. Mobile Homes for Rent 753-7853.
IMPORT Auto Salvage
Sears continuous gutNew and used parts for ters installed for your
12x65 2 BR trailer
most imports at re- specifications. Call
753-7637 or 759-1588.
asonable prices 474- Sears 753-2310 for free
RENTAL Mobile homes
2325
estimate
and apts. as low as $95 a
month and up.. Call
753-3280.
First Class Repair Service
SMALL 2 br trailer, $100
Appointmen
made
ts
on Stereo's & T.V.'s
month, $100 deposit. 1
for your convemile north of Almo
Work Guaranteed
Heights, old 641. 753nience. FuN time sale
WwId
5618.
f S urns ci
associates evening
phones.
,222 S. 12th St.
753-5865
29. Heating and Cooling
Amos McCarty. .753-2249
FISHER Wood Stove
Theresa Knight .753-7728
with fire place screen,
$300. Call 753-3618 after
Joyce Betsworth .753-9380
5p.m.
Arno Repiterth ..753-2477
Louise Bain
.753-2409
30 Business Rentals
Prentice Dunn
753-5725
489-2266
Bob Haley

Jack Glover
753-1873

Aluminum Service Co
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim work
References. Call Will Ed
Bailey, 753-0689.

APPLIANCE SERVICE. Kenmore.
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and NEED work on your
service. Bobby Hopper. trees"
Bob's Appliance Ser- Topping, pruning, shapvice, 202 S. 5th St. ing, complete removal
753-4872, 753-8886 and more. Call BOVER'S
(home).
'TREE SERVICE for
APPLIANCE repair Professional tree care
753-0338
work all brands
Specialize in Tappen.
Call 753-5341 or 354-6956
BAILEY'S CARPET
Earl Lovett.
CHRISTINE Odom.
CLEANING
Counselor and Advisor
Low, Low Rates
E.S.P and Card ReadSatisfied References
ing. Appointment only
Free Estimates
(901) 247-5737.
759-1983
FAYE'S Monograms
Dixieland Shopping
Center, 753-7743. BOB'S Home Im•
Sweaters, shirts, pur- provement and General
ses, linen, custom pat- Confracting. 20 years
experience, additionS,
ches. Fast service.
FENCE sales at Sears carpentry, painting,
now. Call Sears 753-2310 concrete work,
for free estimate for aluminum awnings and
trailer Skirting Call
your needs.
753,4501.
.7 WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
Mobile Home Anchors,
dry. Work completely
underpinning, roofs sealguaranteed. Call or
ed, aluminum patio awnwrite Morgan Conings, single and double
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
carports.
409A, Paducah, Ky.
JACK GLOVER
42001 or call 1-4.42-7026. _
753-1873
MCKINNEY Appliance PP AINTING
Service on all major
INTERIOR
appliances. Wards,
Westinghouse. Maytag,
EXTERIOR
Tappen, Admiral, G.E.
PAINTING
and all others.- No. 10
Dixieland Ctr 753-8505.

WALLPAPERING
Will haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal.
Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545
or
753-6763

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716
FREE E,T

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 374.00
Opened
Today
369.25
Down
4.75

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday

8.24

OPerved
Today
Down

8.17
.07

Compliments of.
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
W • boy Gold SO..', 5. Diortinolrit
140L1.4: 10 S Daily
1/ 5 Sunday

TLC

Specializes in General Cleaning For:
Churches
Businesses
Homes
We PROFESSIONALLY
(and economically)
steam or dry clean carpets
strip and re-finish floors
wash windows, walls, etc.
WE CLEAN EVERYTHING WITH

TENDER, LOVING CARE
759-9754 or 759-1834
Free Pricing On Location
Wocy & Brooke Harrington

Dial-A-Service
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(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Lots for Sale

1901 WESTWOOD Dr.,
Murray, Ky. Approximately 90x124 ft.
Tel. 759-4951.
46

Homes for Sale

3 BR house, natural gas
heat, central air, additional living space or
efficiency apt. with
separate entrance New
storage building, 12x16
many extras. 2 blocks
from college in quiet
neighborhood. Sale by
owner. 753-3949.
406 S. 12th St., Murray. 3
BR brick house, electric
heat, insulated. rewired. To be moved by
buyer. 1-502-554-9560.

HOUSE, lot, and furni
ture. Only $15,000. Ideal
for starter home or
investment. Very livable. Compare with
mobile home and you'll
buy it. MURRAYCALLOWAY CO.
REALTY, 753-8146.
COUNTRY home, 4
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath,
living room with cathedral ceiling, also has
fireplace with heatolater, large kitchen, formal dining room, den
and large storage room.
By Owner Call 436 2197.
FARMERS Home Administration inventory
propertleS. 2 homes, 3
farms. FinanOng to
qualified buyers.
Predetermined eligillbity not required to buy
33 Rooms for Rent
Let us show you these
ROM for rent. $50 plus properties MURRAY
util les. 753-8165 or CALLOWAY CO
436-2411
REALTY 75311146.

rurcrinrrEs.

column.
A thorough chiropractic exam
of your spinal column locates the
cause of the disorder. Gentle hand
adjustments correct the problem.
When your spine is properly realigned, vital 'nerve energy flows
freely and healing is quickly
underway.
Best wiasee for • happy, healthy
New Year. Brought to you as a
community service by

Monday

FOR boys. Private
room with kitchen
facilities, central air
and heat. Private entrance and parking. 1626
Hamilton. Call 436-5479
after 4p.m.
for rent. One
block from University.
Call 753-1812 or 759-9580.

nUPLEX,

Broeringmeyer
Health Awareness Center

JOGGER'S INJURIES

•ap.

sn,

bENTAL Assistant,
minimum high school
education. Likes helping others and interest
in working with your
hands. Send resume to 13 For Sale or Trade
P.O. Box 1040A,
SEASONED hickory, oak,
Murray, Ky.
mixed hardwoods,
FEDERAL, State and $30/rick delivered.
Min,
Civil Service Jobs order-2 ricks.
Call John
available. Call 1-(619) Boyer at
753-0338.
569-8304 for info.
WOOD for sale
759-1260.
WOOD for sale. $22.50
rick delivered. Also
Locally
owned
build plank fences. 759multi-state
firm
9313 after 5p.m.

CHIROPRACTIC OUTLOOK
Jogging can cause potentially
serious injuries from overuse of
muscles and tendons-the tough
fibers that connect muscles to
boner-and injuries to ligamentsthe tissues that connect your
bones and act as joint coverings.
At the first sign of pain, see
your chiropractor. Inflammation,
strain, sprain, swelling are all
signs of impinged circulation.
Because jogging sends shock waves
through the spine as your feet
keep pounding the ground, a
chain reaction may lead to sublux stion (misalignment) of one or
more vertebrae in your spinal

33. Rooms for Rent

Wanted

EXPERIENCED Key
Punch operator, would
like full time job, references given. Call 7536759.

Ave.
502-759-1425

Opportunity In
Health Field

414

9. Situation

MATURE woman will
babysit in my home.
Will furnish references.
492-8460.
RESPONSIBLE mother
wants to babysit your
baby or small child.
Experienced. 759-1692.
Typing Service.
P.O. Box 45. Gall 7530406.
WILL do any type of
house work. 3 years
COOK. Apply in person
experience. Have rebetween 1:30-5:30.
ferences. Send all reT.J.'s Barbeque, 806
plies to P.O. Box 789,
Chestnut St.
Murray.
WILL do baby sitting day
or night in my home. Call
HIGH SCHOOL
759-4803,
SENIORS
10. Business Opportunity
Worried about your
future? Secure a job
now and start work
HODGE'S
after you graduate
TAX SERVICE
We provide training
with full pay in over
Now open for
60 different career
1984
Tax
fields.
Season, 7 years
Call toll-free, Monexperience.
Thurs. 8 am-4 pm,
1104 Pogue
1-800-238-5580.

ARTIST'S models,
temporary part-time, $5
per hr. Experienced
Salary open and
MURRAY
and artistic sensatively
good fringe benefits.
preferred. Work will be
LUMBER CO.
assigned according to
Send resume to P.O.
need for models for
104 Maple
Box 1040E, Murray.
spring semester 1984
753-3161
Contact Art Dept.,
Murray State Univers
ONE reason why so
ity. 762-3784. EOE/MF.
many parents become
successful World Book
sales representatives is
Watch for our Ad
because the person they
visit is usually a parent
on the back page of
too. Parents share your
concern for quality
Wednesday's Paper for
education and a
stimulating home learOUR GIGANTIC SALE
ning environment. If
you'd like to meet new
people, discuss their
children's educational
needs, and earn a good
income contact us today. Full time and part
time opportunities for
men and women. Call
for information. Phone
Would you enjoy direct patient
753-5570 for interview.

By

1E"X la ICI

Taxi Cab Service
911
TROUBLES
If it's with wel
pumps, plumbin
or electric, then I
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience
Answering service
provided.

Police
911

6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
Calloway Casty
Rescue Squd

753-6952

Quality Service
Company

Alegainise 11.41 Visvf
SAPS, C• NO trim
References.
uteri.
Cell Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689.

Heating and Air
Conditioning
Soles
Soles and.
Modern
Service
Sheet Metal & Set
vice Departments

753-Q290
RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

Send

your

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING

packages the easy
way.

Use our convient
service We accept

Free Estimates
Vibra Steam or

UPS packages for
shipment.
Tie sena. Seder fur soles
ea/ service I Memel end
Cellevey testify III
Chemset

7S3-8181

COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES
Downtown
Court Square

Poison
Control

Quick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning
753-5877

753-7499

•
-

53-7588
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OBITUARIES
Trezevant, and Mrs.
Peggy Hopper, McKenzie, Term.; one stepson,
the Rev. Dwayne Ervin,
Trezevant.
Fourteen grandchildren, 15 greatgrandchildren and
several step grandchildren and greatgrandchildren survive.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. in
the chapel of the
McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Term. The Rev.
Jerry Gallimore and the
Rev. Dwayne Erwin will
officiate.
•
Pallbearers will be
Steven Clendenin, Tim
Clendenin, Ricky Revel,
Barry Revel, Will Revel
and Danny Ervin, all
grandsons.
Burial will follow in
the Fodge Cemetery in
Henry County, Term.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after
5: 3 0 p.m. today
(Monday).

Leamon Lowell
(Dick) Bidewell,
veteran of World War II
and graduate of Murray
State, died Sunday at
2:15 p.m. at Murray.
Calloway County
Hospital. His death
followed an illness of
several months.
Born Jan. 25, 1907, in
Dongola, Mo., he was
the son of the late
Charles F. Bidewell and
Ursula Simpkins
Bidewell.
He is survived by one
sister, Mrs. Nora Lane,
Beaumont, Texas; a
nephew, Charles Lane;
a grand nephew,
Richard L. Horn; a
sister-in-law, M6. Anna
Bidewell, Advance, Mo.
Mr. Bidewell played
football for Will
Mayfield College of

Al. Duncan
rites Sunday

Services for Albert
Lee Duncan were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The
Rev. Gerald Owen
officiated.
Pallbearers were
Ralph Duncan, Jim
Dick Bidewell
H.V. Heathcott, 80, Jones,
Gary McBee,
father of Dr. Eldon Randy
Burkeen, Ricky Marble Hill, Mo., MurHeathcott and the late Burkee
n and Gary ray State and Memphis
Scottie Hince of Mur- Burkeen
. Burial was in State. He, along with
ray, died Saturday at the 'McD
aniel three Other
the University of Ten- Cemeter
y.
Missourians, played for
nessee Medical Center
Mr. Duncan, 69, 608 Will Mayfield and Murin Memphis, Term.
Ellis Dr., died Friday at ray State. The three
He was a farmer of 8:20
p.m. at Murray- teammates at both colNewbern, Tenn.
Calloway County leges were Jim Miller,
.„./
Survivors are one Hospital
.
John Miller and ,Hugh
daughter, Mrs. Paul
Born July 16, 1904, in May.
(Dail) Herron, Marion; Callowa
y County, he
While he was playing
five sons, Dr. Eldon was
the son of the late for Will Mayfield
Heathcott, Murray, Calvin
Lee Duncan and against Murray State in
Larry Heathcott, Mem- Rosett
a Donelson 1925, the Missouri school
phis, Term., and Rupert Duncan.
was the only team to
A. Heathcott, Joe
He is survived by two score against the MurHeathcott and Orlan sisters,
Mrs. Birdie ray Teachers. Murray
Heathcott, Newbern.
Barnett, East Prairie, won 27 to 9.
Five grandchildren Mo.,
and Mrs. May
Mr. Bidewell was 17)1
and four great- Ramsey
, Westview Nur- salesman in later years
grandchildren also sing
Home; one brother, with the Mid-State Wire
survive.
Erie Duncan, Westview and Steel Co., CrawfordThe funeral will be Nursin
g Home; two sville, Ind. Since retireTuesday at 1 p.m. at the sisters
-in-law, Mrs. ment, he resided at the
Holy Angel Catholic James
Burkeen, Dex- Murray Manor
Church, Dyersburg, ter,
and Mrs. Clarence Apartments.
Term.
Duncan, Rt. 6.
He received his
Burial will follow in • Nine
surviving nieces bachelor's degree from
Fairview Cemetery at are
Judy Hale, Pam Murray State on Jan. 21,
Newbern.
Duncan, Freda McBee, 1954.
, Friends may call at Luvette
Duncan, Rose
Graveside 'rites will
the Johnson Funeral J.
Barnett, Wanda be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at
Home, Newbern, from 6 Jones,
Mildred Elkins, the Mausoleum of the
to 9 p.m. tonight Fay
Rhoades and Murray City Cemetery.
(Monday).
Rebadell Gifford.
Dr. David C. Roos will

Heathcott
rites planned

GM QUALM
SlieVICa MATS

$500
REWARD
•
2./

The Murray Ledger
And Times is -offering a $500 reward
for
information
leading to the arrest
and conviction of
the person who
fired
a
high
powered
rifle
through the front
window of The
Ledger And Times
early
Saturday
morning.
Call The Ledger
And
Times
at
753-1916, if you have
Information concerning the incident.
The Murray Ledger
• And Times
1001 Whitnell
Avenue

Towarda

Haynie one GII Feast
WWI 0111111b111 al Parts

1980 GMC Suburban
P.S., p.b., front and rear air, AM -FM
stereo, 3 seats, p.w., p. door locks, tiltcruise, 2 tone.
$7,977

DWAIN TAYLOR
EHEVR 0 LET
753-2617

641 S. Murray

(Across From Wide Jeff's)

The Murray-Calloway
Area. Voc. Center
is conducting this survey
. for interest in starting
an electronics class.

Brighter
<' 11bitnorrosvf
jk4c_

Electronic technicians enjoy being able to find a job in almost every corn
insanity in the nation. As a qualified technician,jobs can be obtained in the
following fields with salaries ranging from under $5 an hour to well over
$12 an hour: robotics, audio components. TV repair, video game repair,
digital electronics, computers, security systems.

If you are not attending high school and would be
interested in this course please check the box and
return to the Murray Calloway Area Voc. School,
Doran Rd. anO,Sycamore, Murray, Ky. 42071 Or
Call 753-1870.
Yes
Maybe
Need More information

officiate.
Aetive pallbearers
will be Dan Robinson,
Auburn Wells, Tommy
Carroll, Pete Purdom,
Jerry M. Jones, Jack
Beale Kennedy, Brent
Hughes and Jerry
Berry.
Honorary pallbearers
will be James M.
Lassiter, T. Sledd, I.
Wells Purdom, Sr., Dr.
John Quertermous, L.J.
Hortin, Tommy
Sanders, Jack Gardner,
Joe Dick, Bill Fandrich,
Dr. John Spence, Dr.
Chad Stewart, Jim
Green, Jimmy Boone,
Harold Hopper, Tom
Emerson, Johnny McCage, Billy Thurman,
Bob Hibbard and Ell F.
Alexander.
Friends may call at
the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home after 4
p.m. today (Monday).
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to the Murray
State University
Athletic Department.

McCuiston's
funeral held
here Sunday

The funeral for Rubin
Burial will follow in
Valentine is today at 2 the New Concord
p.m. in the chapel of Cemetery.
Max Churchill Funeral
Mr. Valentine, 76,
Home. The Rev. Gerald New Concord, died
Owen will officiate.
.Thursday.at 8:30 p.m. at
Pallbearers will be his honie. He had
Mark Adams, Guthrie retired from Ford Motor
McNeely, Steve McNee- Co. and had been
ly, Kenny Knott, An- residing in Callowa
y
thony Manning and County near the Some,Keith Fain.
Other-Place Resort for
about 14 years.
He was a member of a
Baptist Church. Bort'
June 7, 1907, in Tennessee, he was the son of
the late James Valentine and Eliza Starks
The funeral for Hugh Valentine.
Dowdy was Sunday at 3
Survivors are his
p.m. in the chapel of wife, Mrs. Layne ValenByrn Funeral Home, tine; two daughters,
Mayfield. Bob Haley Mrs. William (Ruby)
officiated.
Coley, Plymouth, Mich.,
Burial was in the and Mrs. Betty
Chapel Hill Cemetery.
Kremkow„ Livermore,
Mr. Dowdy, 83, died Calif.; one stepson,
Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Howard Smith, Royal
the Westview Nursing Oak, Mich.; one sister,
Home.
Mrs. Bessie Adams,
He was a retired Murray.
farmer of the Coldwater
Also surviving are
Community. He was a four grandchildren, five
member of the Col- great-grandchildren
dwater Church of and several nieces and
Christ.
nephews.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Anna Lou
Dowdy; two brothers,
James Dowdy, Graves
County, and Jewell 'Federal-St
ate Market News
Dowdy, Warren, Mich.; Monday, January 16, 1984 Service
Kentucky
Purchase
Area Hog Market
several nieces and
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
nephews.
Receipts: Act, 830 Est. 800 Barrows
One son, Hillson B. & Gilts .25-.50 higher Sows uneven
steady 1. higher
Dowdy, preceded him in US 1-2 210-240 lbs
$49 75.3835
US 2 200-210 lbs.
death.•
$48.75-49.75

Mr. Dowdy
dies here

Dr. Ira North
dies Sunday

(Continued from Page 12)

Mr. Valentine's rites today

Final rites for
Raymon McCuiston
were Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of the
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.
Ed Davis officiated.
Singing was by singers
from the New Concord
Church of Christ with
Owen Mosley as
director.
Pallbearers were
Jimmy Hendricks,
George Black, Don Finney, Harold Kilgore,
Robert Walker and
Dave Rottman.
Burial was in the
Barnett Cemetery.
Mr. McCuiston, 76,
New concord, died
Saturday at 4:30 a.m. at
Westview Nursing
Home.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Mary
LaDelle Finney McCuiston; one son, Keys
McCuiston and wife
Janice; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Barbara
June Curtis, Baton'
Rouge, La.; two stepsons, Ray Stover, Anchorage, Alaska, and
Roy Stover, Kenya,
Services for Dr. Ira East Africe; one
North will be Tuesday at brothet; Clayborn Mc7:30 p.m. at the Madison Cuiston, Rt. 6; four
Church of Christ, grandchildren.
Nashville, Term.
Singer Elvis Presley
A brief service will e
died at his Memphis,
Wednesday at the
Term., home in 1977.
Ethridge, Tenn., Church
of Christ.
Burial will follow in
the family plot in the
Ethridge Cemetery,
Dr. North, 61, who
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
INVESTMENTS
built his 450-member
church at Madison into
the largest Church of
Christ congregation in Prices furnished by First of
I.B.M
119% + %
the nation, died Sunday Michigan
Jerrico
I.6% + 14
at 5:40 p.m.
J.C. Penney
55 -%
He is survived by his Industrial Average
-3.67
Johnson & Johnson
39% -%
46% unc
wife, three sons, a Air Products ,
K Mart
32% +%
daughter and 11 Ashland
28% +
Mary Kay Cosm
15% unc
America
n Telephone
grandchildren.
.66% + %
Penwalt
41 -%
Dr. North had become Chrysler
Quaker Oats
28% + %
59% -%a
Dupont
51% -%
known locally and naSears
38% +%
.45% unc
tionally since he began Ford
Texaco
37% unc
G.A
F
17% -%
his Madison Church of
U.S. Tobacco
39% -%
57% -3
/
4
Christ ministry in Oc- General Dynamics
Wal Mart
36% - 1.4
77% unc
Wendy's
tober 1952 with his General Motors
20% +%
Wetterau
agressive buildup of the General Tire
38% -%
19% + %
35 +1
A.L. Williams
congregation to the Goodrich
12% unc
29% -%
larges in the nation and Goodyear
49% +
C.E.F. Yield
his weekly appearances Gulf Oil
9 14
on —The Amazing Grace
Bible Class," televised
to more than 250 cities
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
from the main
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
auditorium.

leader and sometimes a
little insistent on
discipline. Some people
like that, others don't.
But I never did have in
the Congress a big majority to play with."
Halleck said he has
returned to Washington
several times since he
retired, but that he does
not miss it.
"I'd had enough of it,"
he said. "I'm no Claude
Pepper (longtime
Florida congressman).
I've watched guys just
fade way physically,
mentally, every other
way — around there-too
long. I wanted no part of
that."
Halleck's' name will
live on long after he is
gone.
A building at St.
Joseph's College in
Rensselaer, where he
taught for a time after
retiring from Congress,
is named for him. U.S.
231 as it passes through
his birthplace, DeMotte,
is called Halleck Street.
And last October, President Reagan signed
legislation naming the
federal building in
Lafayette ifter Halleck.

Hog market report listed

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

At

US 2210.200 lbs.
US 2-3 250-270 lbs.
Sows
US 1.2270.350 lbs.
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
US 1-3 460-500 lbs.
US 1.3 500-660 lbs.

849
75
$48.25-49.75
137 50-39.50
$38.50-40.00
940.00-42.00
142.00-44.00
some 45.00
$37503800

US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
Boars 330-32

Coming...
Continued from page 5
Wednesday, Jan. 18
of the United Daughters
of the Confederacy will
meet at 11:30 a.m, at the
Holiday Inn.
Events at First
Presbyterian Church include choir practice and
Youth Group at 6:30
p.m.
First United
Methodist Church Men
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
the church.

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476
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stumps up
below the ground
435 4343 or 435-4319.
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Mrs. Nona B. Revel
Ervin, 81, Rt. 1, Henry,
Term., mother of Mrs.
Mildred Horn of Murray, died today at 12:05
a.m. at the Henry County General Hospital,
Paris, Term.
She was a member of
tljg Bethlehem Baptist
Church.
Born Feb. 16, 1902, in
Henry County, she was
the daughter of the late
William Newt Joiner
and Nora Palmer
Joiner.
She was married Jan.
10, 1922 to Hulie Revel
who died Jan. 25, 1965.
She latter on July 3,
1970, married Jodie H.
Ervin who survives.
Survivors are her husband; three daughters,
Mrs. Horn, Murray,
Mrs. Robert A.
(Dorothy) Clendenin,
Paris, Term., and Mrs.
Edwin (Virginia) Aden,
Trezevant, Term.; two
sons, Joe H. Revel and
Guy H. Revel, Henry,
Term.
One sister, Mrs. ha
Neal, and one brother,
Homer Joiner, both of
Henry, Term., survive.
Also surviving are
three stepdaughters,
Mrs. Ruby Walker and
Mrs. .Dean Hargrove,

Dick Bidewell dies Sunday

•
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t

D&T
Warehouse Foods
623 South 4th

Folgers

Coffee
All Grinds

Murray, Ky.

Tea Bags

It's The Total
On The TapeThat Counts

24 CT.
Family Size

*PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST*

Parkay

Richtex

Margarine Shortening
1 Lb. Box

42 Oz. Can

1 Lb. Can

'219 49° *1 23
Smucker's Grape Jelly 32 Oz. $1.19
Martha White

Reelfoot
All Meat

Flour

Wieners

$1 68
Wishbone Salad

Dressing
1000 Island, Italian
& French

$ 1 09

160z.

Turner Ice Milk 1/2 Gal. $1.09
Hi-Dri

Towels

Red

Potatoes

2/
89° 880 890 $ 59
Jumbo
Rolls

12 Oz.

Fisher Cheese 16 Slices 12 Oz. 984

Coca-Cola,
Sprite. Tab or
Diet Coke,
8 Pk. 16 Oz.
Plus Deposit

1.69

Reelfoot

Bacon

1

•

Reelfoot

Bologna
1 Lb.

Kotex Maxi Pads 12 Ct. Box 99'

•

Turner Milk Gal. $2.19

12 Oz.

19

10 Lb. Bag
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Mrs. Nona Revel Ervin dies

Halleck...

R.C., R.C. 100
or Diet Rite
8 Pk. 16 Oz.
Plus Deposit

119
Nabisco Saltine Crackers 1 Lb. Box 85°
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